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Ratings remain stable, growth to rebound 
Despite the tight fiscal situation 

and a halving of current account 
surpluses at the start of 2017, global 
rating agency, S&P, has affirmed 
Kuwait's stable credit ratings. 

In rating Kuwait with a stable 'AA/
A-1+' long- and short-term foreign 
and local currency sovereign credit 
rating, S&P said that it anticipates 
the country’s large government 
and external net asset positions to 
continue affording the authorities 
space to gradually consolidate 
government finances without 
weighing on growth. 

In its latest assessment of the 
country, in early August, S&P said: 
“The stable outlook reflects our 
expectation that Kuwait's public and 
external balance sheets —backed by 
sizeable financial assets — will remain 

strong over the forecast horizon, 
offsetting risks related to lower 
oil prices, Kuwait's undiversified 
oil economy, its relatively nascent 
parliamentary system, and regional 

geopolitical tensions.”
However, the rating agency warned 

that it would lower the ratings if policy 
response to low oil prices failed to lift 
growth over the forecast period amid 

weaker fiscal and external finances; 
or if domestic or regional risks from 
political instability and geopolitics 
were to escalate. The cautions came 
on the back of the concentrated 
nature of Kuwait's economy, where 
hydrocarbon products continue to 
account for about 60 percent of 
GDP, more than 94 percent of export 
revenue and about 90 percent of the 
government's fiscal receipts.

Despite the subdued oil price 
environment, the main element 
supporting Kuwait's stable rating 
was the country’s high levels of 
accumulated fiscal, external and 
household wealth. The agency said 
that it would raise the ratings for the 
forecast period, if political reforms 
enhanced institutional effectiveness 
and improved long-term economic 

diversification in the country; or if 
prospects for the oil sector improved 
significantly — all of which were 
unlikely scenarios given the present 
circumstances said the agency. 

The sharp fall in oil prices from mid-
2014 and its current level at around 
$50 per barrel has caused a significant 
weakening in Kuwait's income levels, 
as well as in its fiscal and external 
metrics. Nevertheless, the presence 
of large external financial buffers 
created from past oil windfalls has 
given Kuwaiti policymakers the space 
to counter slowing growth by increased 
spending, particularly on infrastructure 
projects. As a result, the economy 
has remained relatively resilient with 
growth in the non-oil sector offsetting 
the contraction in the oil sector. 

Continued on Page 6

Eid Al-Adha holiday will begin on 
August 31 (coinciding with Waqfat 

Arafat) and end on September 4, 
Kuwait’s Civil Service Commission (CSC) 

announced. The CSC said the holiday 
would begin on Thursday, August 31 for 
all ministries, government departments, 
authorities and establishments.

Eid holidays set from 
31 August to 4 September

Wishing all our readers

Saudi Arabia and the UAE are to 
become the first two states in the 

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) bloc to 
introduce Value Added Tax (VAT) from the 
start of 2018.

Kuwait, along with Oman, Bahrain 
and estranged GCC member Qatar, is 
likely to launch VAT only by January 2019. 
This is in line with the decision made in 
December 2015, when finance ministers 
of the GCC states agreed on key issues in 

implementing a VAT system and accepted 
a staggered roll out date from January 
2018 to January 2019. 

Despite the general agreement on the 
need to introduce a VAT, there has been 
some foot-dragging among the GCC 
states to signing on to it. It was only in late 
January of this year that the Saudi Arabia 
became the fifth GCC state to approve 
the VAT and Selective Tax agreement. 
The hold-out among the six-nation GCC 
bloc was Kuwait, where the Council of 
Ministers finally gave its endorsement to 
the bill only in early August.

Signing on to VAT is the first step, and 
arguably the easy step, it is in implementing 
the law and in its finer details that the 
authorities are likely to face hiccups. 
Contrary to what its elaborate name 
suggests, there is nothing ‘unified’ in the 
‘GCC Unified Agreement on Selective 
Excise Tax, the GCC Unified Agreement 
on Value Added Tax (VAT) and the Statute 
GCC Economic Judiciary Commission’. The 
unified refers to a ‘unity of purpose’ to 
ensure that VAT is introduced in the GCC in a 
coordinated manner; it does not imply that 
VAT laws will be identical across the bloc.

Nevertheless, at their mid-2016 
meeting, GCC finance ministers agreed 
on a broad range of laws, including 
setting the rate of VAT at 5 percent and 
introducing a selective excise tax of 100 
percent on tobacco and energy drinks, and 
50 percent on soft drinks. In addition a list 
of over 100 items, including basic food, 
medicine, medical supplies and other 
essential consumer commodities, were 
also exempted from VAT.

Basically, VAT is an indirect tax imposed 
by the government and ultimately paid 
for by consumers of goods and services, 
with businesses acting as voluntary tax-
collectors on behalf of the government. 
When a business charges VAT on a sale, 
it can reclaim VAT they have paid on 
their purchases. The difference between 
what they have charged on sales and 
paid on purchases is to be paid to the tax 
authorities. 

Continued on Page 14

Kuwait to wait and watch 
VAT rollout in other states
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for us. And it could have a similar impact on 
other Japanese companies.

Consider the experience of the United States, 
to which Japanese companies have long looked 
for inspiration. I was fortunate enough to study 
in the US, and grew up admiring American 
creativity, entrepreneurship, and, above all, the 
country’s openness to outsiders.

In particular, the diverse and dynamic Silicon 
Valley, where many tech leaders and thinkers 
are immigrants themselves, is a powerful engine 
of innovation for our company. Drawn by the 
region’s culture and expertise, Rakuten opened 
its US headquarters in the San Francisco Bay 
Area in 2011. Today, however, the values that 
have made the US a paragon of diversity and 
entrepreneurship are being challenged. President 
Donald Trump is attempting 
to cut immigration, including 
by building a wall on the 
border with Mexico, all 
while employing distressing 
rhetoric against Muslims and 
other minority groups. This 
is not the way to a brighter 
future.

As for Rakuten, while we 
will continue to invest heavily 
in our US headquarters, we 
are also investing in growth 
at home, in order to lure more 
foreign talent to an open and 
internet-savvy Japan — one 
that, in some ways, is moving 
in the opposite direction 
of the US. In fact, Trump’s 
position on immigration is 
already encouraging smart 
young Asians and Europeans to look to Japan 
as an alternative ‘land of opportunity’. If Japan 
opens its doors to more of these workers, the 
country and the world will benefit.

The challenge posed by Japan’s declining 
population is well known. The number of 
Japanese living in the country fell for a sixth 
straight year in 2016, declining by 299,000, to 
125 million people. In this context, Japan needs 
more foreign talent to help sustain economic 
growth. But there remains some resistance 
to such openness. Throughout history, the 
Japanese people have viewed foreigners as 
sources of social unrest and threats to national 
identity. The Japanese word ‘gaijin’ for a foreigner 
comprises the words for ‘outside’ and ‘person’. 
The implication is that non-Japanese people can 
never truly understand Japanese culture.

Nonetheless, some progress has been 
made. Last year, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s 
government expanded the types of jobs that 
skilled foreign workers could hold in Japan, and 
the annual inflow of foreign residents to Japan 
has since increased. An estimated 136,000 
foreign residents moved to Japan in 2016, a 40 
percent jump from the year before. And over the 
last half-decade, Japan’s expatriate population 
has surged to 2.4 million, an increase of 500,000 
foreigners. While these figures are impressive, 
they remain insufficient. The Japan Association 
of New Economy, which I helped to establish, 
has concluded that if Japanese companies are to 
compete internationally, they need to be able to 
recruit from a larger pool of talent.

There are a number of useful options to 
advance this goal and boost 
workplace diversity in Japan. 
One would be to simplify 
procedures for talented 
foreign nationals to obtain 
resident status. Another 
would be to create new visa 
categories to enable foreign 
entrepreneurs to reside 
in Japan and build their 
businesses. Additionally, 
entrepreneurs and engineers 
who possess skills essential 
for Japan’s growth could be 
offered bold income and 
resident tax breaks. Finally, 
corporate tax breaks, such 
as long-term carryover of 
net losses, could be offered 
to foreign entrepreneurs 
establishing companies in 

Japan.I founded Rakuten as a Japanese company, 
fueled by a desire to use the internet to empower 
retailers of all sizes from throughout the country. 
But today, my company is part of a Japanese 
vanguard working to attract more foreigners. 
About 80 percent of our new engineering hires 
are non-Japanese. Their ideas, skills, and energy 
are vital to Rakuten’s global push.

Japanese society must take a page out of 
America’s (old) playbook, and warm to the idea 
that immigration and integration are vital to our 
future. Over time, other Japanese companies 
will have no choice but to follow Rakuten’s 
path by broadening their own hiring practices. 
Trump’s America may be willing to wall itself 
off from the world, but in Japan, where talent 
is in short supply, our only option is to tear the 
walls down.

 The Japanese word ‘gaijin’ 
for a foreigner comprises 

the words for ‘outside’ and 
‘person’. The implication is 
that non-Japanese people 
can never truly understand 

Japanese culture.

FOCUS

EXCLUSIVE to THE TIMES KUWAIT

Japan as ‘Land of Opportunity’ 

Hiroshi Mikitani 
Chairman and CEO of Rakuten 

Not many companies headquartered in 
Tokyo can boast about their diversity. 

Twenty years ago, when I founded Rakuten as an 
ambitious internet and e-commerce startup, we 
were just like most Japanese firms — small, and 
dominated by mostly male Japanese talent. But 
today, with over 10,000 employees — 40 percent 
of whom are women — from 70 countries, we are 
among the largest online retailers in the world. 
It is our diversity that has made us so successful.

As recently as five years ago, Rakuten 
was still predominantly a Japanese team. 
But in March 2010, in a move I believe was 
key to our subsequent growth, I announced 
‘Englishnization’, a plan to make English our 
corporate language within two years. The goal 
was to lay the groundwork for global expansion 
in an industry that competes aggressively for 
internet-savvy talent.

When I announced Englishnization, only 
10 percent of our workforce was proficient in 
English. Unsurprisingly, some on my team were 
apprehensive; others, especially those outside 
the firm, thought I was a little crazy. But, just 

seven years later, titans of corporate Japan 
are seeking our advice in how to build a global 
brand headquartered in the Japanese capital.

As we tell them, opening doors to 
international talent has been a game changer 
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Last year, during a wave of deadly political 
protests in Ethiopia, the government 

blocked more than 15 media websites and the 
smartphone chat application WhatsApp. Sites 
promoting freedom of expression and LGBTQ+ 
rights, as well as those offering censorship-
circumvention tools, such as Tor and Psiphon, 
were also suppressed.

All of this was uncovered through the 
use of software called ooniprobe, which is 
designed to measure networks and detect 
Internet censorship. Ooniprobe was developed 
more than five years ago by the Tor-supported 
Open Observatory of Network Interference 
(OONI), with which I work, in order to boost 
transparency, accountability, and oversight of 
Internet censorship. The software is free and 
open source, meaning that anyone can use it. 
And, indeed, tens of thousands of ooniprobe 
users from more than 190 
countries have already done 
just that.

Those users have 
contributed to the collection 
of millions of network 
measurements, all of which 
are published on OONI 
Explorer, arguably the largest 
publicly available resource on 
internet censorship. Thanks 
to their use of ooniprobe, we 
uncovered the extent of last 
year’s wave of censorship in 
Ethiopia, as well as details 
of many other cases of 
censorship elsewhere in the 
world.

In Uganda, local groups 
used ooniprobe during last 
year’s general election, 
when the government blocked social media. 
Ooniprobe’s network-measurement data not 
only confirmed the government’s action; it 
also uncovered which sites were blocked and 
the different methods used by Internet Service 
Providers (ISPs) to implement censorship.

Ooniprobe also came in handy in Malaysia in 
2015. Facing accusations that he had transferred 
nearly $700 million from the state investment 
fund 1MDB to his personal bank accounts, Prime 

Minister Najib Razak attempted to block news 
outlets and blogs that reported on the scandal. 
It was ooniprobe’s network-measurement 
software that enabled Malaysian civil-society 
groups to collect data that serve as evidence of 
the blocking.

Of course, censorship is not always carried 
out to protect the politically powerful; it can 
also be used to reinforce social and cultural 
norms. In Indonesia, for example, low social 
tolerance for homosexuality may have played 
a role in the blocking of numerous LGBTQ+ 
websites, even though the country does not 
officially restrict LGBTQ+ rights. Similar factors 
may have influenced efforts to block sites 
perceived as overly critical of Islam.

In Thailand, ISPs have, in the last three 
years, blocked access to a number of sites 
that are perceived to be offensive toward the 
country’s royal family. But, here, there is a legal 
justification: Thailand’s strict prohibition against 
lèse-majesté protects the royal family’s most 
senior members from insult or threat. Other 
cases of legally justified Internet censorship 
include the blocking of sexually explicit websites 
in countries where pornography is prohibited.

Then there are cases where the motivation 
for censorship is unclear. Why, for example, has 
an online dating site been blocked in Malaysia? In 
some countries, ISPs appear to be censoring sites 
at their own discretion. According to ooniprobe 
data, multiple Thai ISPs simultaneously blocked 
access to different types of websites – from 

news outlets to Wikileaks 
to pornography — indicating 
that they likely received vague 
orders from authorities. 
Before ooniprobe, such 
censorship was difficult to 
detect, leading to a lack 
of accountability, with 
governments and ISPs 
often denying any and 
all involvement. Even in 
cases where governments 
announce official lists of 
blocked sites, they may leave 
some targets off. Likewise, 
ISPs may not always comply 
with official orders to lift 
blocks. Vimeo and Reddit, 
for example, were recently 
found to be blocked in some 
networks in Indonesia, even 

though the official ban on those sites was lifted 
more than two years ago.

With ooniprobe, users are not only able to 
expose internet censorship; they can also acquire 
substantial detail about how, when, where, and 
by whom the censorship is being implemented. 
OONI’s Web-Connectivity Test, for example, is 
designed to examine whether access to websites 
is blocked through DNS tampering, TCP/IP 
blocking, or a transparent HTTP proxy.

Of course, censorship is 
not always carried out 

to protect the politically 
powerful; it can also be 

used to reinforce social and 
cultural norms.

SPOTLIGHT

Maria Xynou 
A digital rights advocate, manages community 
research on the study of Internet censorship at 
the Open Observatory of Network Interference 
(OONI) project. 

Measuring the Internet for Freedom 
Other ooniprobe tests are designed to 

examine the accessibility of chat apps – namely, 
WhatsApp, Telegram, and Facebook Messenger 
— within networks, as well as that of censorship-
circumvention tools, such as Tor, Psiphon, and 
Lantern. OONI also provides software tests 
that uncover the presence of systems (‘middle 
boxes’) that could potentially be responsible for 
censorship or surveillance. The depth of OONI 
data supports much-needed accountability 
and oversight. Lawyers can use OONI data to 
assess the legality of Internet censorship in 

their countries, and potentially introduce it as 
evidence in court cases. Journalists, researchers, 
and human-rights defenders can use the data 
to inform their work as well. And censorship-
circumvention projects like Tor can use OONI 
findings on emergent censorship events to 
shape their tools and strategies.

OONI data can help enrich public discourse 
about the legality, necessity, and proportionality 
of Internet censorship. That makes it a critical 
tool for safeguarding human rights on the 
Internet and beyond.
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AFRICA

New Development Bank, the 
multilateral international 

development bank established by 
Brazil, Russia, India, China and South 
Africa (BRICS) inaugurated its first 
regional center in Johannesburg, 
South Africa.

Speaking at the inauguration, 
South African President Jacob Zuma 
said: “The launch of the Africa Regional 
Centre of the New Development Bank 
is a historic occasion as it marks the 
strengthening of the BRICS formation 
and also underlines the BRICS 
commitment to the development of 
the African continent and emerging 
markets.

“The launch of the Africa 
Regional Centre is testament to our 
commitment that BRICS and the New 
Development Bank should benefit 
not only BRICS countries, but should 
also benefit the whole of Africa and 
the developing world as a whole.” 

 Pointing to some of the challenges 
faced by nations on the continent, 
President Zuma said the “biggest 
challenge is that Africa remains largely 
un-industrialized with the result that 
our economies are over exposed to 
the whims of commodities' markets.”

“Moreover, African countries 
generally do not have adequate 
infrastructure interconnections. As 
a result, we cannot maximize the 
benefits of regional trade. Worse still, 
the continent does not have adequate 
social infrastructure for the provision 
of basic services such as health and 
education, and we therefore are not 
able to significantly improve the living 
standards of our people,” said the 
president.

Given these challenges, the African 
continent has great expectations for 
NDB, which is positioning itself as 
an alternative development funder 
to compete with traditional multi-

laterals like the IMF and World Bank. 
The expectation is that the new 
Africa Regional Centre will contribute 
to accelerating infrastructure 
investment in energy, transport, 
water and other productive sectors in 
nations across Africa. “We would like 
to see an office that is geared towards 

fulfilling the New Development 
Bank's founding objectives. These 
are to foster the development of 
member countries, support economic 
growth, promote and facilitate job 
creation and to build a knowledge 
sharing platform among developing 
countries, said President Zuma.

He added, “This new Bank will 
enable continued fruitful cooperation 
with our global partners, which 
will help us promote sustainable 
development through integration, 
industrialization and infrastructure 
development on the continent.” 

With an authorized lending of up to 
$34 billion annually, the primary focus 
of the Shanghai, China-headquartered 
New Development Bank (NDB) is 
on lending to infrastructure and 
sustained development projects in 
the public or private domains through 
loans, guarantees, equity participation 
and other financial instruments. The 
bank will also establish an extensive 
network of global partnerships with 
other multilateral development 
institutions and national development 
banks in a bid to contribute to nationally 
established development projects 
that are socially, environmentally and 
economically sustainable.

BRICS development bank opens in Africa

Uganda achieves
progress in 

fight against HIV

Results from the latest survey on HIV in Uganda 
show that its prevalence in the country 

dropped to 6 percent in 2016 from the 7.3 percent 
recorded a year earlier.

The survey, Uganda Population HIV Impact 
Assessment, conducted by the country’s ministry 
of health indicated that HIV/Aids is now prevalent 
mainly among adult women and in urban areas.

The survey conducted last year in 10 regions 
of Uganda was to understand the prevalence and 
impact it has had on different population segments. 
The findings show that the national prevalence rate 
is 6 percent and that HIV is higher in women at 7.1 
percent compared to men at 4.3 percent. The survey 
also showed that while the prevalence rate declined 
in urban areas from 8. 7 percent to 7.1 percent, in 
rural areas it fell from 7.0 percent to 5.5 percent.

A total of 16,670 women and 12,354 men aged 
15-64 years were interviewed and tested for HIV, 
syphilis and hepatitis B in the survey that was 
conducted from August to March 2016.

Minister for Health Dr. Jane Ruth Aceng, speaking 
to the media on the occasion of publishing the 
survey results said that the burden of HIV infection 
in the country was still unacceptably high.

"Among women, while the HIV prevalence 
among adolescents was still high, mainly due to 
complacency and lack of awareness, the prevalence 
among adult women aged 35 to 49 years was the 
highest at 12.9 percent," said Aceng.

Aids Control Program Manager at the Ministry 
of Health, Dr. Joshua Musinguzi,  said HIV/Aids 
prevalence is higher among women than men 
because there are higher chances of the former 
engaging in sexual intercourse they have not 
consented to, due to lack of bargaining power and 
hence the exposure to unprotected sex.

Women are the backbone of any society 
and play a crucial role in development 

of a country, but they are the most 
marginalized politically, and this has to stop, 
said the former African Union Commission 
Chairperson Dr. Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma.

The 68-year-old former wife of President 
Jacob Zuma reiterated her stand that 
South Africa, the most advanced nation 
on the continent, was ready to be led by a 
woman.‘‘Since we are the majority of the 
population and we produce the rest of the 
population why can’t we lead? If we lead our 
families and communities why can’t we lead 
South Africa,” she asked rhetorically.

“The face of poverty is feminine especially 
in South Africa because women suffer triple 
oppression. We are oppressed because we 
are poor, black and female. The triple and 

persistent challenges of poverty, inequality 
and unemployment affect women more than 
they do men,” she said.

Stressing the importance of education as 
a leveler in issues of gender discrimination 
she called on women to support one another 
in efforts aimed at economic emancipation 
and in order to benefit from the radical 

economic transformation. ‘‘If we elect a 
female President we can look to her to 
empower women and fast track women’s 
emancipation,” the former health minister 
and leading member of the ANC added. 

The race as to who succeeds the 
embattled President Zuma in elections 
slated for December this year is largely 
seen as one between Dlamini-Zuma and 
Deputy President Cyril Ramaphosa, a 
trade unionist turned businessman who is 
believed to have the backing of powerful 
trade union groups.

Dlamini-Zuma, a medical doctor and health 
minister under Nelson Mandela has pledged 
to bridge the gap between blacks and whites, 
the source of widening discontent in one of 
Africa’s most advanced economies, more than 
two decades after apartheid rule.

Face of poverty in Africa is feminine

Equating hate speech to terrorism, 
Acting-President of Nigeria, 

Yemi Osinbajo, has said that the 
intimidation of a population by words 
or speech will no longer be tolerated 
in the country.

He called on Nigerian business, 
political and religious leaders to 
condemn "in the strongest possible 
terms, hate speeches that promote 
violence against an individual or a 
group, especially when such speech 
comes from people of your own faith, 
tribe or group.”

When leaders in communities 
remain silent on hearing hate speech 
that creates dissension or intimidates 
the population, “they do a great 
disservice to our unity; they do a 
great disservice to our nation”, said 
the acting-president. "Your silence in 
such a situation can only be seen as an 
endorsement," Mr. Osinbajo added.

Mr. Osinbajo stated that the 
primary purpose of government is to 
provide security and welfare of the 

people and as such the administration 
will not relent in the vision of a 
secured country in which all citizens 
can confidently aspire to achieve their 
means and ambition.

He noted that President 
Muhammadu Buhari administration 
came in with a vision that covers 
three key areas, which are security, 
the economy and the fight against 
corruption. ”Without guaranteeing 
security, however, Nigeria will 
struggle to attract the kind of 
investments, domestic or foreign, 
needed to create jobs and prosperity 
for the people.”

Hate speech to be
criminalized in Nigeria

South Africa plans desalination
 plants to weather drought

Faced with a severe shortage of drinking water in many parts 
of the country, some cities in South Africa are now planning 

to build new desalination plants, as well as increase ground 
water extraction and encourage water reuse.

As part of this plan and in a tacit admission that water 
scarcity could very well be the ‘new normal’, the Mayor of 
Cape Town, Patricia De Lille, announced last week that the city 
planned to produce an extra 500 million liters (Ml) of water 
by constructing new water desalination plants in Granger Bay, 
Hout Bay and Dido Bay, in addition to increasing ground water 
extraction, and water recycling initiatives.

“We are already at Level 4b water restrictions that have 
reduced water usage from 1000Ml a day to 610Ml a day over 
the past year, even more needs to be done to make sure that 
taps don't run dry,” said De Lille. Further restrictions to Level 5 
might have to be introduced in the future, but in the meantime, 
we have also issued our first tender for new desalination plants, 
said the mayor.
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Should rallies by neo-Nazis and white 
supremacists be met with violence? That 

question was raised by the tragic events in 
Charlottesville, Virginia, on August 12. White 
supremacists held a rally to protest the planned 
removal from a public park of a statue of Robert 
E. Lee, the leader of the Confederate army during 
the Civil War. A counter-protest was organized, 
and street fighting broke out. A woman, Heather 
Heyer, was killed and 19 people injured when 
James Fields, a white nationalist, drove his car at 
high speed into a crowd of counter-protesters.

At a subsequent press conference, President 
Donald Trump said that “both sides” were to 
blame for what happened. Trump’s apparent 
equation of racists and opponents of racism was 
condemned in the strongest terms, even by some 
leading Republicans. There can, of course, be no 
equating of neo-Nazis and white supremacists 
with those who oppose racism. But a close 
reading of the transcript of Trump’s remarks 
suggests that a more charitable interpretation is 
possible.

Rather than putting the racists and anti-
racists on the same footing, Trump was saying 
that both sides were to blame for the violence 
that broke out. In support of that claim, he said 
that some on the left “came charging with clubs 
in their hands, swinging clubs,” and added: “Do 
they have a problem? I think they do.”

That statement still ignores the fact that a 
white supremacist used his car as a weapon, with 
lethal results. Nothing comparable was done by 
any of the anti-racists.

Still, it is true that, as journalists covering the 
event for The New York Times reported, some 
of the counter-protesters used clubs against 
white nationalists, one of whom left the park 
bleeding from the head. The Times was careful 
to note that many of the counter-protesters 
were non-violent, but in a subsequent article, 
the newspaper described the growth of a loose 
association of leftists who call themselves 
‘antifa’, a term derived from ‘anti-fascist’, and are 
ready to fight neo-Nazis with sticks and fists.

In interviews, antifa activists explained 

their position. “You need violence to protect 
nonviolence,” said Emily Rose Nauert. “That’s 
what’s very obviously necessary right now. It’s 
full-on war, basically.” Other antifa activists said 
that it is not unethical to use violence to stop 
white supremacists, because they have already, 
by stirring up hatred against minorities, caused 
violent attacks on individual members of those 
groups.

The Times also spoke to anti-racist activists 
who disavow violence. They follow the example of 
the strictly nonviolent forms of civil disobedience 
successfully used in the civil rights movement 
during the 1950s and 1960s under the leadership 
of Martin Luther King. In contrast, antifa 
supporters say that racists and white nationalists 
are not rational, so there is no point in trying to 
persuade them that they are wrong. Physical 
force is the only thing that will stop them.

Let’s grant that the antifa activists are 
right about the irrationality of hard-core racist 
fanatics. It remains true that in the United States, 
and other countries where elections are the path 
to power, the far right can achieve its goals only 
by winning over middle-of-the-road voters. Even 
if many of these voters are also not completely 
rational – few people are – they are not likely to 
be won over to the anti-racist cause by seeing 
footage of anti-racists hitting racists with clubs 
or throwing urine-filled water bottles.

Such images convey, more than anything else, 
the idea that anti-racists are hooligans looking 
for a fight. Dignified nonviolent resistance and 
disciplined civil disobedience are more conducive 
to demonstrating a sincere ethical commitment 
to a better, non-racist society than clubbing 
people and hurling piss at them.

Violent resistance is particularly dangerous 
in the US because some states allow anyone to 
carry a firearm. In Charlottesville, a large number 
of white supremacists paraded through the 
streets dressed in camouflage and carrying semi-
automatic assault rifles. If the antifa activists are 
going to match the racists in violence, will it be 
possible to hold the line at clubs? How long will 
it be before the deadly weapons now openly on 
display are also used?

Some antifa activists trace the origin of the 
movement to groups that fought against fascists 
in Europe in the 1920s and 1930s. In Germany, in 
the years before Hitler came to power, the Nazis’ 
paramilitary Sturmabteilung (Stormtroopers, 
also known as the ‘Brownshirts’) beat up, 
sometimes fatally, Jews and political opponents. 
In self-defense, the left responded with its 
own militias: the Communist Party’s Red Front 
Fighters and the Social Democrats’ Iron Front.

VIEWPOINT

EXCLUSIVE to THE TIMES KUWAIT

Is Violence the Way to Fight Racism? 

Peter Singer  
Professor of Bioethics at Princeton University and 
Laureate Professor at the University of Melbourne; 
his books include One World Now, Ethics in the Real 
World, and, most recently, Utilitarianism: A Very 
Short Introduction, co-authored with Katarzyna de 
Lazari-Radek. 

The result was an escalation of street violence, 
and a sense, among the wider public, that law 
and order were breaking down. Many came to 
believe that a firm hand was required to restore 
order and stability. A firm hand was exactly the 
image that Hitler was trying to project, and as 
the violence worsened, the Nazi vote rose. We all 
know how that tragedy played out.

Is it far-fetched to think that history could 

repeat itself in this way? To antifa activists who 
see violence as the answer to the far right, it 
should not be. They are the ones who are drawing 
the historical parallels. The Times quotes an 
antifa activist: “If we just stand back, we are 
allowing them to build a movement whose end 
goal is genocide.” If that is the danger, we need to 
find a better way of combating it than the tactic 
that so plainly failed in Germany.

Dignified nonviolent 
resistance and disciplined 

civil disobedience are more 
conducive to demonstrating 

a sincere ethical commitment 
to a better, non-racist society 

than clubbing people and 
hurling piss at them.
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Populists and Productivity 

Nouriel Roubini   
Chairman of Roubini Macro Associates and 
Professor of Economics at the Stern School of 
Business, New York University.

Since the global financial crisis erupted in 
2008, productivity growth in the advanced 

economies – the United States, Europe, and Japan 
– has been very slow both in absolute terms and 
relative to previous decades. But this is at odds 
with the view, prevailing in Silicon Valley and other 
global technology hubs that we are entering a 
new golden era of innovation, which will radically 
increase productivity growth and improve the 
way we live and work. So why have those gains 
not appeared, and what might happen if they do 
not appear?

Breakthrough innovations are evident in at 
least six areas:

• ET (energy technologies, including new 
forms of fossil fuels such as shale gas and oil 
and alternative energy sources such as solar 
and wind, storage technologies, clean tech, 
and smart electric grids).

• BT (biotechnologies, including genetic 
therapy, stem cell research, and the use of 
big data to reduce health-care costs radically 
and allow individuals to live much longer and 
healthier lives).

• IT (information technologies, such as Web 
2.0/3.0, social media, new apps, the Internet 
of Things, big data, cloud computing, 
artificial intelligence, and virtual reality 
devices).

• MT (manufacturing technologies, such 
as robotics, automation, 3D printing, and 
personalized manufacturing).

• FT (financial technologies that promise to 
revolutionize everything from payment 
systems to lending, insurance services and 
asset allocation).

• DT (defense technologies, including the 
development of drones and other advanced 
weapon systems).

At the macro level, the puzzle is why these 
innovations, many of which are already in play in 
our economies, have not yet led to a measured 
increase in productivity growth. There are several 
potential explanations for what economists call 

the “productivity puzzle”.
First, some technological pessimists, such as 

Northwestern University’s Robert Gordon, argue 
that the economic impact of recent innovations 
pales in comparison to that of the great 
innovations of the First and Second Industrial 
Revolutions (the steam engine, electricity, piped 
water and sanitation, antimicrobial drugs, and 
so on). But, as economic historian Joel Mokyr 
(also at Northwestern) has argued, it is hard to 
be a technological pessimist, given the breadth of 
innovations that are occurring and that are likely 
to occur in the next few decades.

A second explanation is that we are 
overlooking actual output, and thus productivity 
growth, because the new information-intensive 
goods and services are hard to measure, and 
their costs may be falling faster than standard 
methods allow us to gauge. But if this were true, 
one would need to argue that the mis-measure of 
productivity growth is more severe today than in 
past decades of technological innovation.

So far, there is no hard empirical evidence that 
that is the case. Yet some economists suggest 
that we are not correctly measuring the output of 

cheaper software, as opposed to hardware, and 
the many benefits of the free goods associated 
with the internet. Indeed, between search 
engines and ubiquitous apps, knowledge is at our 
fingertips nearly always, making our lives easier 
and more productive.

A third explanation is that there is always a 
lag between innovation and productivity growth. 
In the first Internet revolution, the acceleration 
in productivity growth that started in the 
technology sector spread to the overall economy 
only many years later, as business- and consumer-
facing applications of the new digital tools were 
applied in the production of goods and services 
far removed from the tech sector. This time, too, 
it may take a while for the new technologies 
to become widespread and lead to measured 
increases in productivity growth.

There is a fourth possibility: Potential growth 
and productivity growth have actually fallen since 
the financial crisis, as aging populations in most 
advanced economies and some key emerging 
markets (such as China and Russia), combined 
with lower investment in physical capital (which 
increases labor productivity), have led to lower 

trend growth. Indeed, the hypothesis of ‘secular 
stagnation’ proposed by Larry Summers is 
consistent with this fall.

A related explanation emphasizes the 
phenomenon that economists call hysteresis: A 
persistent cyclical downturn or weak recovery 
(like the one we have experienced since 2008) can 
reduce potential growth for at least two reasons. 
First, if workers remain unemployed for too long, 
they lose their skills and human capital; second, 
because technological innovation is embedded 
in new capital goods, low investment leads to 
permanently lower productivity growth.

The reality is that we do not know for sure what 
is driving the productivity puzzle or whether it is 
a temporary phenomenon. There is most likely 
some merit to all of the explanations on offer. But 
if weak productivity growth persists — and with it 
subpar growth in wages and living standards — 
the recent populist backlash against free trade, 
globalization, migration, and market-oriented 
policies is likely to strengthen. Thus, advanced 
economies have a large stake in addressing the 
causes of the productivity slowdown before it 
jeopardizes social and political stability.

Continued from Page 1

The agency noted that over the 2017-
2020 period it expected the economy 
to grow by around three percent on 
average, supported in large part by 
public spending on infrastructure 
projects. 

The optimistic view of S&P was 
shared by the World Bank (WB,) 
which expects growth to increase 
from the 2 percent in 2016 to firm 
around 2.6 percent by 2018. During 
a recent media interview, the WB 
Country Manager Firas Raad noted 
that despite revenue strains, Kuwait’s 
GDP was expected to grow close to 3 
percent in the coming two years.

Kuwait's economic growth 
rate which slowed in 2015-2016 is 
likely to range between two and 
three percent in the next few years 
mainly due to two reasons: First, the 
continued government spending on 
mega projects despite the shortfall 

in oil income and measures adopted 
by the Ministry of Finance to cut 
expenditure, reduce subsidies and 
increase utility rates. The second 
reason for optimism is the continued 
growth of the non-oil sector and the 
uptick in oil prices following OPEC’s 
decision to cut production, explained 
Mr. Raad.

Although the fiscal flow position 
has deteriorated in recent years, 
continued government support to 
non-oil sector and encouragement 
for public-private partnership 
projects through a slew of recent 
reforms has bolstered the country’s 
growth prospects, said the WB 
representative.

Kuwait Business Center (KBC), 
which launched in September 
2016, epitomizes the government’s 
determination to improve the 
business environment and encourage 
investment in the country. The center 
functions as a one-window outlet that 

removes bureaucratic bottlenecks 
and streamlines the processes 
involved in licensing and setting up 
businesses, Mr. Raad added.

A joint initiative by the 
parliamentary committee in 
charge of improving the business 
environment, the Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry, and the 

Kuwait Direct Investment Promotion 
Authority (KDIPA), the KBC is aimed 
at enhancing the business and 
investment environment.  

The KBC has implemented 
several administrative, technical and 
legal reforms designed to promote 
Kuwait as an attractive investment 
destination and to help save time, 

money and effort for local and 
international investors. The center, 
along with other competent agencies, 
is currently working on preparing 
and issuing investor guidelines 
on promising projects within the 
framework of the public-private 
partnership.

The improvement of business 
atmosphere is closely related to 
economic growth and is consistent 
with His Highness the Amir Sheikh 
Sabah Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah’s 
vision of transforming Kuwait into an 
economic, financial and cultural hub 
in the region. 

The Amiri vision drives the 
government’s New Kuwait 2035 
plan, which aims to diversify the 
economy and reduce its dependence 
on hydrocarbon revenues. In addition, 
these efforts will help create more 
jobs for the citizens, increase the 
per capita income and encourage 
innovation and creativity, he added.

Ratings remain stable, growth to rebound 

National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanim visiting KBC
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The price of diesel and kerosene will increase 
by five fils to become 110 fils per liter in 

September, said a source from the Subsidy 
Committee at the Ministry of Finance.

According to the source, the prices of 
premium fuel (91 octane) will remain at 85 fils 
per liter and super fuel (95 octane) at 105 fils per 
liter; while the price of ultra fuel (98 octane) will 
be 165 fils per liter.

The source disclosed that prices will 
increase in the coming period because many 
commodities and services depend on diesel 
and kerosene. He said the price of construction 
equipment might increase as well since diesel 
is an important element in this industry.

Meanwhile, sources from the Ministry 
of Finance revealed it is expected that the 
country will save about $500 million (KD150 

million) every year as a result of the fuel price 
hike last year.

Besides increasing fuel prices, the State is 
also contemplating on imposing value added 
tax (VAT) and selective excise tax as part of 
its economic reform strategy which is aimed 
at addressing the budget deficit caused by the 
continuous decrease in the price of oil in the 
international market since July 2014.

Price of diesel, kerosene set to rise in September

The Indian Embassy in collaboration with 
Maurya Kala Parisar will commemorate 

both the birth date (23 September) of 
Rashtrakavi Ramdhari Singh Dinkar and the 
Hindi Divas (14 September) by organizing an 
event at the Indian Embassy Auditorium on 
Friday, 22 September 2017. 

The events will include ‘Dinkar Awards 2017’ by 
Maurya Kala Parisar between 1 pm 
and 6 pm, followed by appreciation 
of Hindi Achiever of each Indian 
Schools in Kuwait and a Mushaira by 
poets invited on the occasion from 
India. 

This year, the 4th Edition of 
Dinkar Awards includes a newly-
added Hindi Debate competition 
for Class IX to XI students. Hindi 
self-written poetry competition 
for Class IX to XI and Hindi Poetry 
Recitation for Class VI to VIII students will also be 
the additional two categories of the competition. 
Each school is requested to nominate one student 
as a Hindi Achiever based on Class X (Considering 
Internal and External exam performance in Hindi) 
performance.

The tentative event schedule is as below:
Date: Friday, 22 September; Venue: Auditorium of 
Indian Embassy in Kuwait
Hindi Competition for students: 1 pm to 5:30pm
Award distribution and address by guests : 6 pm 
to 7pm
Kavi Sammelan and Mushaira: 7 pm to 9:30pm

The competition details are as follows:
Competition 1: Hindi Debate : Class IX to XI: 
Topic to be circulated to participants by email 10 
days before the competition date.
Schools should submit the participants in pairs 
(one for the topic and one against the topic.) 
However, it is an individual contest. Maximum 
two pairs can be submitted per school. One 
contestant each from two schools will debate 
the topic at a time as follows:
2 Minutes for the contestant speaking “For” the 
topic.
2 Minutes for the contestant speaking “Against” 
the topic.
1 Minutes for rebuttal by the contestant speaking 
“For” the topic.
1 Minutes for rebuttal by the contestant speaking 
“Against” the topic

The top 4 participants will qualify for the 
second final round. They will be provided a second 
topic on the spot. They will get approximately 
two hours time to prepare for second round and 

will be free to consult/research. 
Competition 2: Original poetry in Hindi by 
students : Class IX to XI:  Poetry should be written 
by the student and submitted along with the 
entry. (An image of hand written by mobile can 
be submitted.)
Poetry to be recited on the date of the 
competition: Maximum time 3 Minutes

Maximum 2 entries are permitted 
from one school
Competition 3:  Recitation of Hindi 
poetry by students : Class VI to VIII:  
 Poetry can be of any Hindi Poet. 
Name of the poem and poet should 
be submitted with entry.   Maximum 
time: 3 Minutes
Maximum 3 entries are permitted 
from one school

Honoring Hindi Achiever: 
Schools should select one student who has 

completed Class 10 in 2017
Selection should be based on highest marks in 

public/board exam.
In case more than one student has same 

grade/marks, the marks in internal schools exam 
should be considered. 

Guidelines for submitting entries:
• Entry to be submitted only through School. 

Open Individual entries are not acceptable.
• Maurya Kala Parisar can accept a limited 

number of entries from the wards of its 
members only in poetry competition. 

• Last date for submission of entries by the 
schools is 11 September by 5 pm.

• Entries are free of cost and can be sent by 
email to mauryakala@gmail.com

• Entries should include name, class, school, 
contact number and email and

• For Competition 2: Copy of the poem (Can be a 
clear mobile image)

• For Competition 3: Name of the poem and 
poet (Do not send full poem) 

• Schools should nominate a teacher and provide 
his/her mobile number for coordination.

• The competition will be judged by those with 
experience in imparting Hindi education, 
reputed poets and authors of Kuwait. All 
schools are invited to submit their entries.

• Schools are also encouraged to nominate their 
teachers to assist in organizing the event.
For more information: Contact Ujjwal Ritwik 

(99755349), Sabir Ansari (60007401), Abhay 
Kashyap (66443900), Afroz Alam (66272697); 
Mithilesh Kumar (97372571) Vivek Sinha 
(50074001) or mail to mauryakala@gmail.com.

Maurya Kala Parisar and Indian Embassy 
to hold Dinkar Awards to celebrate Hindi Divas

With zeal and enthusiasm, hundreds of 
tiny tots walked into their classes, as 

after almost 3 months of summer vacation 
the Smart Indian School (SIS) reopened on 20 
August.

Children were keen to meet their friends, 
peers and teachers and tell stories of their 

vacations. Each child was given an opportunity 
to narrate a memory of their holiday as most 
of them went out of the country to meet their 
grandparents and the next family. SIS and its 
kindergarten teachers are all geared up to 
embark on its continuing journey for a fun-
filled, activity-based schooling routine.

SIS students return to school
after summer holidays

The government is losing patience with 
expatriate teachers who have filed cases 

against Kuwait overseas. According to a top 
government official, the government will not 
delay in taking necessary measures against all 
those who filed cases against Kuwait abroad.

Any expatriate teacher who is found to be 
involved in this regard will be immediately and 
administratively deported from the country. He 
said expatriate teachers are obliged to comply 
with the terms and condition of the contracts 
that they signed when they came to this country. 
The official affirmed that the government will 
not sit idle against any attempts aimed at 
harming the image of Kuwait and its status in 
aspects related to human rights. He stressed 
that the security authorities of Kuwait are 

sparing no effort in following up the calls 
made on social media to incite some teachers 
to resort to international organizations for 
submitting complaints against Kuwait. The 
official indicated that deportation from the 
country awaits anyone proven to be involved 
in such defaming campaigns against Kuwait, 
its government and symbols based on baseless 
and untrue accusations.

It is worth mentioning that a former 
Egyptian teacher in Kuwait named 'Ashraf 
Abu Al-Oula' had posted claims on his 
Facebook account that the international 
court for human rights has issued an order for 
protecting foreign teachers against the threats 
of Kuwait’s Ministry of Education from seeking 
justice at international organizations.

‘Case-filing’ expat teachers 
threatened with deportation

Kuwait's Hajj mission is fully prepared to 
provide topnotch medical services to its 

pilgrims, said a Kuwaiti official Saturday.
The delegation's team is currently 

distributing medicine and equipment to 
Kuwaiti Hajj groups in Makkah, head of 
the Kuwaiti delegation's medical services 
Mubarak Al-Ajmi told KUNA on Saturday.

Al-Ajmi, meanwhile, called on Kuwaiti 
missions to follow Saudi Arabia's health 
regulations for the safety of pilgrims.

On his part, head of Kuwait's Hajj 

delegation Khulaif Al-Othaina affirmed that 
Kuwaiti Hajj groups are strictly following the 
rules and regulations of the Hajj and Omra 
law.

The delegation is well concerned about 
the wellbeing of Kuwaiti pilgrims and it will 
exert all efforts to meet their needs, said Al-
Othaina in a press statement during his tour 
among Kuwaiti Hajj groups.

He called on the group to abide by Saudi 
laws regarding Hajj to ensure a safe and 
trouble-free trip for the pilgrims.  

Kuwaiti Hajj mission's 
medical services fully prepared
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Prepare your materials:
You can pick any flavor of ice cream as you like, just make 
sure they come in paper cartons as it would be easy to 
slice through. Keep in mind that about every 470 ml of ice 
cream will make four pops. The given recipe here makes 
use of mint chocolate chip, chocolate, strawberry, and 
green tea flavors.

Popsicle sticks
• Parchment-lined baking sheets that fit in your freezer 

(alternatively, lined plates or platters); if you have time, 
freeze these prior to starting

• A sharp knife and a bowl of hot water for keeping it 
warm and clean

• Magic shell, melted but cool; you can use different 
types of chocolate.

• Garnishes for topping: crushed nuts, sprinkles of all 
sorts, cocoa nibs, granola, toasted sesame seeds and 
raw sugar.

• Slice, skewer, and refreeze:
• Turn the carton on its side and use your sharp knife 

to cut it into rings, dipping the knife into hot water as 
needed. The thicker the rings — aim for 4 to 5cm — the 
sturdier the pops will be. 

• As you slice the carton into rounds, place each one on 
the prepared baking sheet, peel off the paper lining, and 
jam in a Popsicle stick. Make sure the Popsicle stick is 
centered and stable — it will make life easier when it 
comes time to dip the pop.

• Return your ice cream pops to the freezer for 20 to 30 
minutes, until they are very firm. You should be able to 
lift them off the tray without feeling like the Popsicle 
stick is going to dislodge. If you are feeling nervous, try 
lifting the parchment away from the ice cream instead 
of pulling the ice cream away from the parchment. 

Dip and decorate:
• When the pops are ready, dip them into the magic shell 

and place them back on the lined sheet tray. You can 
submerge the pop completely to enrobe it in chocolate, 
or you can pretend you are giving the ice cream a French 
manicure and only paints its edge. You can even do a 
dual (or tri) dip for multi-colored pops.

• The shell will harden almost immediately, so you will 
want to decorate immediately following the chocolate 

bath. Grab a generous pinch of your topping — sprinkles, 
chopped chocolate, finely chopped toasted nuts, mini 
M&M'S — and sprinkle across the shell.

• Be sure to work quickly throughout this whole process 
and to be as diligent about keeping your ice cream as 
cold as possible. Work with one tray at a time, keeping 
the others frozen until you are ready to work with them.

• Once a tray has been decorated, rush the ice cream back 
into the freezer until frozen-solid, 2 or 3 hours.

• If you mix some Rice Krispies cereal into the milk 
chocolate magic shell and use it to coat vanilla ice 
cream, you will have made a Crunch Ice Cream Bar.

Turning your wheels on all of the possible flavor 
combinations? Here are a few ideas to get you started:
• Strawberry ice cream + white chocolate shell + graham 

cracker crumbs
• Peanut butter ice cream + dark chocolate shell + 

chopped roasted peanuts
• Cookies and cream ice cream + milk chocolate shell + 

crushed Oreos
• Salted caramel ice cream + dark chocolate shell + 

chopped toffee
• Chocolate ice cream + white chocolate shell + cocoa 

nibs
• Green tea ice cream + milk chocolate shell + toasted 

coconut flakes

Skip the 
simple 

ice cream 
and make 
your own frozen pops

Take that carton of ice cream and turn it into make-your-own chocolate-covered ice 
cream pops. Not only are they refreshing and hydrating on a hot summer day, but they 
also require less equipment than certain frozen desserts. All you need is a well-stocked 

grocery store, some magic shell, sprinkles, and your sweet tooth as a guide.
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The World Bank's (WB) Country 
Manager in Kuwait Firas Raad 

said the late 2016 OPEC and major 
oil producers' agreement, aimed 
to cut the glut in the global oil 
production, have added strains on the 
Kuwaiti economy in 2017. However, 
he expected Kuwait's GDP to grow 
by three percent in the coming two 
years thanks to the efforts of the 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry 
to improve the business atmosphere 
and encourage the public-private 
partnership.

The oil-rich Gulf economies were 
hard hit by the sharp decline of the oil 
prices between 2014 and 2015, which 
necessitated radical financial and 
economic reforms, including austerity 
measures and lending to bridge their 
budget deficits, he recalled.

Kuwait's economic growth rate 
slowed slightly in 2015-2016 to range 
between two and three percent due 

to two reasons; first, the continued 
government spending on mega 
projects and measures adopted by 
the Ministry of Finance to cut current 
spending; Second, the continued 
activities in the non-oil sectors in 
this period as well as the OPEC deal 
to cut oil production in late 2016 that 
helped ratchet up the oil prices, he 
explained.

The Kuwaiti economy faces the 
challenge of turning into tangible 
reality the Amiri vision and the 
government plans for economic 
reforms in order to revitalize the 

private sector and provide jobs for the 
coming generations, he underscored.

Coupled with slowed growth in 
the world's major economies and 
global protectionist trade policies, 
geopolitical tensions in the Middle 
East and beyond also pose formidable 
challenges to Kuwait's economic 
outlook in the coming three years, he 
cautioned.

Regarding the World Bank 
programs for Kuwait, he said they 
consist of four axes; first, the 
private sector; second, the public 
sector; third, the improvement of 

infrastructure; and last but not least, 
the development of human resources.

As for the private sector, there are 
programs for promoting the small 
enterprises, protecting competition, 
improving the business atmosphere, 
and boosting the private-public 
partnership. 

There are two programs relating to 
the revitalization of the private sector; 
these are the cooperation between 
the World Bank and the Ministry of 
Finance for better management of the 
public funds; and the mechanisms of 
land registration and state property, 
Raad went on.

Regarding the infrastructure, 
he noted that the joint program 
with Kuwait Municipality for the 
management of waste was scrapped. 
The human development program 
envisages the World Bank working 
with Kuwait's educational, health 
and social security sectors to build 

the capacity of workers through 
quality education. Nearly 50 percent 
of the joint programs focus on 
improving the quality of curriculums 
of education and higher education, 
he said, commending the efforts 
being made in the framework of the 
national program for educational 
improvement. 

LOCAL

Kuwait economy to rebound in two years - WB official

Reinforcing its active role in supporting Kuwait’s 
youth and the development of Kuwait’s economy, 

Gulf Bank is pleased to announce that it has signed 
a strategic partnership with the Manpower and 
Government Restructuring Program (MGRP). This 
partnership will support the Recruitment Screening 
Program initiative, and offer career counseling, as well 
as guidance to Kuwaiti nationals seeking employment 
opportunities in the private sector. 

Salma Al-Hajjaj, General Manager for Human 
Resources at Gulf Bank, and Fawzi Al-Majdalli, 
Secretary General at MGRP signed the agreement on 
21 August 2017 at the MGRP headquarters. Through 
this agreement, Gulf Bank will enrich the program by 
deploying its HR expertise and offering job seekers 
professional career counseling and guidance for each 

candidate based on an assessment delivered through 
the Recruitment Screening Program. The program has 
been developed with the aim of analyzing and assessing 
character, strengths and weaknesses, and skill set, based 
on which a recommendation on the most suitable post 
and company environment is made for the job seeker. 

Gulf Bank’s support of Kuwait’s youth has been 
demonstrated through several initiatives, some of which 
include its external training programs held in collaboration 
with the MGRP and its long term sponsorship of INJAZ 
Kuwait which offers jobs skills and entrepreneurial training 
for high school and university students.  Internally, the 
Bank is proud of its Ajyal Graduate Development Program 
which nurtures young Kuwaiti talent early in the career to 
develop them into ‘holistic bankers’ and prepare them for 
future leadership positions in the Bank. 

Gulf Bank and MGRP launch strategic partnership
to support private sector employment

Babyshop, the one-stop children’s 
brand, offers an opportunity for 

kids to revamp their back to school gear 
with a new wardrobe and acquire the 
latest school supplies. The new ‘Back 
to School 2017’ collection includes a 
wide range of fun, stylish essentials to 
suit every child’s personal style.

As a leading children’s brand, 
Babyshop introduces a new line of 
premium accessories for ‘Back to 
School 2017’ this year that include 
brands like High Sierra, Lyc Sac and Ace. 
In addition, Babyshop introduces the 

innovative WOW cup for all mothers. 
This multifunctional and spill free cup 
eliminates messy – cleanup, a must 
have for all moms to toddlers. 

Babyshop has an incredible 
selection combined with wonderful 
offers for students and parents. The 
collection offers the latest selection 
of merchandise featuring the widest 
range of licensed character products 
in the market for both boys and girls. 
There is a wide range of merchandise 
for girls such as Smurfs, Troll and 
Powerpuff Girls as well as exclusive 
designs from all-time favorites such as 
Disney Princess, Hello Kitty and Barbie. 
For boys, find the likes of Spiderman, 
Real Madrid, Ben 10 and more popular 
trends available. 

Grab your new school gear from 
any of the Centrepoint stores located 
at Al Rai, Avenues, Salmiya, Fintas, 
Jahra, Fahaheel, Sulaibhikhat, Kuwait 
City, Khaitan and Hawally.

 Babyshop’s ‘Back to School’ 
collection features stylish new gear
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Eid open house festival: Aware 
Center will be organizing an Eid 
Open House Festival at its location 
in Abu Fatira, from 5 to 8pm. 
The event will include cultural 
clothes and paintings, henna, 
calligraphy, cultural items on sale 
and Hajj documentary. For more 
information: Visit, www.aware.
com.kw or email, info@aware.com.
kw or call, 65523746.

2017 Carnival: The British 
Academy of International Arts and 
British Academy of Sport will be 
organizing their 2017 carnival at 
The BSK Campus in Salwa, from 4 
to 8pm. The carnival will include 
wide range of extracurricular arts 
and sports activities. Kuwait’s most 
prestigious companies, restaurants 
and entertainment providers will be 
present at the event. The event is 
free and open to all. 
For more information and if 
interested to book a booth: Call, 
99458013 or 50962809.

Contemporary Sculpture: 
Contemporary Art Platform (CAP) 
will be hosting a Contemporary 
Sculpture exhibition till 13 
September, from 10am to 6pm. 
Artists including Jeff Koons, Sami 
Mohammad, Hussein Madi, Aya 
Haidar, Reza Aramesh, Wafa 
Hourani and Ali Cherri will be 
showcasing their work. 
For more information: 
Visit, www.capkuwait.com. 

Water coloring workshop: 
The Print Room will be organizing 
a water coloring workshop on 27 
and 29 August, at its location in 
Shuwaikh, from 6 to 8pm. The 
event will help students learn the 
basics of water coloring with a 
master watercolorist. For more 
information: Call, 55144561 or 
email, info@printroom.club. 

Hiphop for Kids: LOYAC 
Academy of Performing Arts 
(LAPA) will be organizing Hiphop 
classes for kids aged five years 
and above, on Mondays and 
Wednesdays from 5 to 6pm. The 
classes will be organized by Stan, 
a popular hiphop dance teacher. 
For more information: Call, 
97267931. 

LOCAL

The implementation of Value 
Added Tax (VAT) is like a time 

bomb quoting a source from the 
Ministry of Finance. Even if the 
ministry keeps on stressing that 
VAT will be implemented by the 
beginning of 2018, no concrete step 
has been taken to prepare for the 
implementation due to the lack 
of employees with the required 
administrative or technical expertise.

The private sector faces the 

same problem due to the lack of 
employees with the ability to enforce 
laws including the Capitals Market 
Authority Law, the source disclosed. 
The source explained the tax file 
referred to some institutes like Zakat 
House and Kuwait Foundation for 
the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS) 
concerning the support for national 
manpower is full of errors, although 
this file is too small compared to 
that of VAT.

The source pointed out 
that recommendations of the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) in 
this regard do not necessarily apply 
to Kuwait, even if they succeeded in 
120 other countries, due to the special 
nature of Gulf markets.

The source added that the Kuwaiti 
pledge before the GCC to impose 
five percent VAT will cost too much, 
and eventually, the gains will be 
too limited compared to the high 
cost; indicating the rationalization 
measures might solve 85 percent of 
the budget deficit. On the other hand, 
economic and banking expert Ali 
Al-Badr warned that enforcing VAT 
will automatically lead to increase in 
the prices of different commodities 
and services, thereby, lowering the 
standard of living.

He explained that imposing 
tax is always a hard option which 
governments are obliged to take after 
exhausting other means. He said 

imposing tax affects the middle class 
negatively, not to mention the dire 
social consequences.

He suggested the tax should 
be imposed only on luxurious 
commodities like luxury cars, clothes 
and accessories. He was quick to 
clarify though that even in such cases, 
the gains will be limited such that they 
hardly cover expenses for managing 
tax in relation to infrastructure and 
administrative costs. He added the 

solution is to stop the domination 
of official bodies over more than 70 
percent of economic activities and 
services.

He suggested gradually turning 
towards creating investment 
opportunities for a large number 
of citizens to wean them from 
dependence on salaries paid by the 
State. Businessman and member 
of the Board of Directors of Kuwait 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
(KCCI) Abdulla Al-Mulla stressed that 
the enforcement of VAT will affect 
the private sector and the consumers 
as well.

He called for more steps to 
address the structural imbalance in 
managing State money and eliminate 
squandering of public funds. He added 
that by time the VAT is enforced, the 
prices will increase and citizens will 
accuse the traders and the private 
companies although the government 
took the decision.

Implementation of VAT will lead to hike in commodity, service prices

American Society of Safety 
Engineers (ASSE), Kuwait Chapter 

conducted an Orientation meeting 
on 23 July at Hotel Hilton, Mangaf 
for the newly nominated Heads of 
the committees for the year 2017-
18. Chapter President Muhammad 
Alamgir started the meeting with the 
welcome address and explained the 
objective of the orientation meeting.

Sunil Sadanandan, Secretary 
explained about ASSE and ASSE 
Kuwait Chapter strategies, mission 
and vision. He also briefed about 
the upcoming major events of the 
chapter 9th ASSE HSSE International 
Professional Development Conference 
& Exhibition slated for 28 and 29 
November at Millennium Hotel, 
Kuwait, which is one of the major 

events during the year.  
He further briefed on the roles and 

responsibilities of each Committee, 
organization structure of the Chapter, 
Chapter protocols etc.  During this 
orientation meeting, all concerns of 
Committee Heads and their members 
were clarified by Chapter elected 
members and an open discussion 
was held on the challenges ahead. 

The meeting concluded with closing 
remarks by Chapter Vice President, 
Aamir Rasheed and other senior 
members of the chapter, who wished 
all the committees for a successful 
year ahead. The participants included 
the Elected Members, Committee 
Heads, Deputy Heads and Sub-
committee members of the Chapter 
Term 2017-2018.

ASSE conducts orientation 
meeting for new committee

Marriott Hotels in Kuwait are offering their guests 
exclusive deals on rooms during Eid Al Adha. 

The exciting array of promotions includes a 
20% discount on suites at JW Marriott Kuwait City, 
Courtyard by Marriott Kuwait City and Residence Inn by 
Marriott Kuwait City. In addition to 30% discount in all 
restaurants, complimentary buffet breakfast, free WIFI, 
and free meals for children under 6 years old. 

A superb dining experience can be enjoyed at Terrace 
Grill restaurant at the JW Marriott Kuwait. The restaurant 
offers an extensive menu of the finest meat cuts and 
seafood. Other interesting cuisines can be tried at the 
Japanese Kei restaurant offering sushi and Teppanyaki. 

“During this special time, friends and families unite 
over good food and entertainment to celebrate Eid. 
We spare no efforts in ensuring that all our guests 

are well served and satisfied with our diversified 
offerings. On behalf of Kuwait Marriott team, I would 
like to wish everyone a wonderful and blessed Eid,” 
said George Aoun, Cluster General Manager of Kuwait 
Marriott Hotels.

Kuwait Marriott Hotels offer 
exciting promotions for Eid Al Adha
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Keerani Mathi, General Secretary 
of Indian Frontliners (IFL) was 

honored by Media 7 News web channel 
with the Annai Therasa Award on 20 
August in a function held at Kavikko 
Convention Centre, Chennai. 

DSR. Subash, President, Tamilnadu 
Press Club presented the award 
during the event which witnessed 
the attendance of Tamimun Ansari, 
MLA, Prof. Suba. Veerapandiyan, Film 
Director Mr. Amir, other dignitaries and 
media personnel. Mathi through IFL 
has provided assistance and support to 
needy Indian nationals in coordination 

with the Indian embassy. 
For many years, Mathi has provided 

relief mainly to people in distress 
such as stranded workers and maids 
as well as poor and sick laborers in 
need of medical attention. He has 
also extended help to families of dead 
relatives in Kuwait who have found it 
difficult to repatriate their relatives’ 
bodies to their home country. One of 
his biggest achievements is to suspend 
the execution of 2 Indian nationals 
sentenced to death in Kuwait, with the 
help of the Indian Embassy and then 
Ambassador Shri. Satish C. Mehta.

IFL General Secretary receives 
Annai Therasa Award

Pakistan Employment Forum 
Kuwait (PEFK) hosted its quarterly 

executive meeting on 11 August at 
Kuwait Continental hotel with great 
enthusiasm. The meeting was chaired 
by President Muhammad Irfan Adil 
and attended by Anwar Ali, M.Irfan 

Shafiq, Waqas Ahmed, Akhtar Naveed, 
Muhammad Imran, Younas Shahid, 
Khalil Ahmed, Maqbool Ahmed, 
Nadiya Mohammad and others. 

During the event, Anwar Ali, 
Vice President of PEFK conducted a 
Personality Development Training 
session for team members. In his 
speech to the gathering, PEFK Founder/

President Muhammad Irfan Adil said 
that PEFK is a non-political and non-
governmental organization with a 
vision to provide career guidance to 
job seekers and students, mainly 
Pakistani citizens residing in Kuwait, 
and help those in need of assistance 
in their career development, with no 
limitations of religion, nationality, race 
or ethnicity. 

 “PEFK completed its 7th year 
of success and great community 
service in the noble cause of career 
development. A large number of 
jobless candidates got job placements 
in 2017 and the numbers are increasing 
rapidly,” he concluded. 

President Adil congratulated and 
welcomed new executive members 
Farhana Sarwar, Engr. Saleem Chaudry, 
Fida Hussain and Mr. Hasnain into the 
PEFK Executive Council. The meeting 
ended with a Dua for all martyrs of the 
Pakistan Independence Movement and 
departed souls of near and dears and 
prosperity of Pakistan, Kuwait and 
entire Ummah.

PEFK holds executive council meeting

Owners of residential buildings have 
lately been informing tenants that 

they will bear the cost of electricity and 
water usage, mainly due to the decision 
enforced on Tuesday, August 22 to 
increase the electricity and water tariffs 
based on Law No. 20/2016.

The messages were conveyed across 
to their tenants either through the 
building caretakers or in notices that 
were stuck on the main entrances of 
the residential buildings. According to 
the law, electricity prices will increase 
from two fils per kilowatt to five fils per 
kilowatt. Water prices will increase from 
800 fils to KD 1 per imperial gallon.

Number of residential building 
owners and tenants were interviewed 
about this matter. Mutlaq Al-Harbi is 
the owner of a residential building who 
informed his tenants about them having 
to bear the electricity and water bills. 
He stressed the keenness of all citizens 
including him to respect and abide by 
the law. Al-Harbi explained that it is up 
to the state to take suitable decisions 
concerning increasing the electricity 
and water charges or charges of medical 
services offered to expatriates.

In the same way, owners of residential 
buildings also have the right to take 
suitable decisions in their favor.

Meanwhile, a tenant Wael Bahnas 

explained that he has been living in 
Kuwait since 2011 and has stayed in many 
flats. All rent contracts state that the 
costs for electricity and water usage are 
paid by the owner.

Two months ago, he was surprised 
to see a paper stuck on the building’s 
main entry, stating that the charges for 
both water and electricity usage will 
be paid by the tenants starting from 
August 2017. He insisted that nobody has 
the right to object to the laws taken by 
the state, adding that the state is also 
responsible for protecting the people 
living on its land, whether citizens or 
expatriates.

Bahnas indicated that the rents 
in Kuwait are considered among the 
most expensive in the world whereas 

the salaries of most expatriates are 
low, which in turn increases their 
suffering and makes life more difficult 
for them especially since fuel prices 
have increased, and services such as 
state-level education and free medical 
services and medicines are not available 
for expatriates.

Kareem Al-Sayed is a tenant who has 
been living in Kuwait for five years. He 
explained that his salary initially was low 
but he was able to save a part of it. Even 
though his salary eventually increased, 
he was unable to save anything due to 
increase in the cost of living. Al-Sayed 
insisted on the need for the state to 
intervene in the fixing of rents in order 
to protect tenants who constitute the 
weakest ring in the chain.

Building owners burden tenants with electricity and water hikes

Authorities in Kuwait have foiled 
an attempt to smuggle around 

4,000 bottles of alcohol  into the 
country.

The bottles were concealed in a 
container of construction material 
that was being transported on a 
truck, the head of Al Ahmadi security 
department said.

“A patrol was driving in the 

Industrial Zone when the servicemen 
spotted a parked truck,” Abdullah 
Safah said. “When the policemen 
approached it, they did not find the 
driver, but they saw a whiskey bottle. 
They immediately called a back-up. 
The container was subsequently 
opened and the policemen found 500 
boxes of whiskey hidden in the middle 
of construction material.”

Kuwait seizes 4,000 bottles of alcohol
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The announcement of impending 
price increases for healthcare 

services across public centers in Kuwait 
for non-nationals was met with an 
outcry from the expatriate workforce, 
who found it unfair as they make the 
mandatory health insurance payments 
and contribute to the healthcare 
economy.

Ministry of Health spokesman 
Dr. Ahmad Al Shatti addressed this 
grievance, saying, “Whatever price is 
suggested and ratified in the decree is 
still under the real cost of the Ministry 
of Health according to our economic 
calculations of the medical services; 
it is also below the Ministry of Finance 
recommendations.”

He assured that there would be 
no increase in expatriate medical 
insurance for the next few years 
and stressed that the new measures 
undertaken will be under evaluation. 
“If any step is needed to minimize the 
suffering or strike a balance between 
all the options, then it will be taken.” 

He noted that any increase in fees 
will be unpopular and resisted by 
the people but he pointed out that 
the healthcare prices in Kuwait have 
remained unchanged since 1993.

He described the rise as being a 
nominal one with all basic services 
like vaccinations covered and several 
groups exempted from the increase 
as stipulated by the decree. He also 
assured that emergencies will be taken 
seriously and handled appropriately, 
“We will do everything possible to not 
see a bleeding man or someone with 
a fracture denied medical services 
because he is not able to pay.” He 
stressed that the idea behind the hike is 
to economize the consumption as free 
and cheap medication and services had 
led to rampant misuse. He explained 
that the new Ministerial Decree which 
was issued took into consideration two 
categories, visitors to the country and 
the expatriate residents.

The MOH had observed medical 
manipulations from many coming to 

the country on visit visas. “There is a 
difference between medical tourism 
and visiting to see your family”, he 
said pointing out that many visitors 
availed of orthopedic procedures, 
open heart surgeries, took courses 
of very expensive radiotherapy and 
chemotherapy, and opted for delivery 
in Kuwait.

A series of MOH technical 
committee meetings that looked into 
the matter recommended increasing 
the cost of different services for 
visitors to close to that of the private 
sector thus boosting up the private 
sector and minimizing the load on the 
public sector. Resident expats can also 
make similar decisions for tests such 
as CT scans and MRIs. He shared that 
healthcare costs are on the rise all over 
the world.

While costs would earlier run into 
less than a few hundred million, at 
present MOH costs amount to KD 3 
billion. He also pointed out the cost of 
drugs is KD 300 million, of which two-

thirds are spent on non-Kuwaitis. He 
reiterated that the cost of medication 
is increasing worldwide and revealed 
the high prices of new generation 
medicines is a significant problem 
as people do not want to use old 
generation medication which is just as 
lifesaving or effective.

He shared that the MOH will 
aim for a decentralized strategy in 
the future with each center having 
their own budget and services to 
compete with each other, while the 
MOH performs the function of policy 
making, supervision and auditing. He 
shared that there are plenty of ideas 
being implemented to provide better 
healthcare in Kuwait such as the 
social security hospitals coming up for 
workers which he hopes will minimize 
misuse and raise up the quality of the 
healthcare delivery systems.

Dr. Al Shatti also shared that the 
Health Minister has taken note of 
the minimal choices for affordable 
private health insurance available in 

the country. He hopes that the new 
contract will attract many medical 
insurance companies to come in, 
increase competition and hopefully 
reduce the costs of private health 
insurance. 

Lastly, he affirmed that it is 
better to invest in health rather 
than in sickness. He stated that it 
was important to invest in people 
and teach them to watch their diet 
and lifestyle, avoid smoking, alcohol 
and drugs, and be active and go for 
periodical check-ups.

The leading cause of death in 
Kuwait is cardiovascular disease, road 
traffic accidents, and malignancies 
and cancer, with every one in four 
people suffering from diabetes or 
hypertension, and the prevalence of 
obesity being one of the highest in 
the world. “There is plenty to be done 
before spending a lot on the treatment 
and rehabilitation. It is worth spending 
and concentrating on prevention and a 
healthy lifestyle.”

No rise seen in medical insurance fees

ورشة عمل للحصول على 
منط حياة صحي شامل، 

باالعتماد على مبادئ اآليورفيدا 
التقليدية. تعلم كيفية التخلص 

من السموم يوميا، وحتضير 
الوجبات املتوازنة بحسب نوع 
شخصيتك، لتحقيق هدفني 

رئيسيني: التخلص من السموم 
وتقوية املناعة من خالل الغذاء 
ومنط احلياة واحلالة النفسية 
املتوازنة. نرحب بكم في ورشة 

عمل فريدة من نوعها عن منط 
احلياة.

الدكتورة نيشا مانيكانتان
كبيرة املستشارين في كلية سري سري 

لعلوم وأبحاث اآليورفيدا

For Registration Contact 6034 0727 / 6659 0809 للتسجـيــــــل

التاريخ: 31 أغسطس
هوليداي إن – الساملية

الوقت: 10:30 صباحا إلى 1:00 مساء
31st August
Holiday Inn - Salmiya
Time: 10:30 am to 1:00 pm

Dr. Nisha Manikantan
Chief Consultant at Sri Sri College of 
Ayurvedic Science and Research

A workshop for attaining 
a healthy and holistic 
lifestyle, based on ancient 
principles of Ayurveda. 
Learn to detox on a 
daily basis and plan a 
balanced diet based on 
your personality type. 
The objective is two 
pronged - Detoxification 
and Immunization through 
Food, Life style & Balanced 
Mental state. We look 
forward to welcoming you 
to this unique life style 
workshop.

مصفوفة العقل 
والجسد

Registration is mandatory - last date of registration is 29th August

Addressing the imbalance in the 
demographics of Kuwait is a top priority 

for the Higher Committee for Adjustment of 
Demographics, which was formed by the Council 
of Ministers and is chaired by the Minister of 
Social Affairs and Labor and State Minister for 
Economic Affairs Hind Al-Sabeeh with the aim of 
dealing with the skewed demographic structure 
and composition quoting official sources.

They affirmed that new executive decisions 
will be issued very soon to implement the 

recommendations of the committee with the 
aim of addressing the current imbalance in the 
population structure and achieving some balance.

In response to a question about renewing the 
residency of expatriates for a certain number 
of years, the sources replied, “There is no link 
between renewal of residencies and the number 
of years of residency. This means there is no 
condition for renewal of residency for those 
who have residency in the country for a certain 
number of years. However, the renewal will be 

linked to other controlling factors”.
They explained that the new decisions will 

mainly deal with marginal and unqualified 
workers. Some of the decisions that were put 
in place include limited renewal of residency 
for illiterate marginal workers above the age 
of 65 years in order to reduce their numbers 
particularly for areas such as plumbing and the 
like which are not required in the country. 

The factors governing the recommendations 
of the committee are the ratio of Kuwaitis to 

expatriates, academic qualifications, nature 
of work, gender and social status. The Higher 
Committee for the Adjustment of Demographics 
comprises of representatives of Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Commerce, Ministry 
of Health and Ministry of Finance, as well as 
representatives of the General Secretariat 
for Planning, the Central Statistical Bureau, 
Manpower and Government Restructuring 
Program, Public Authority for Manpower and 
Public Authority for Civil Information.

Plans afoot to rectify population imbalance – Age limit, ‘iqama’ link denied

The State Minister for Cabinet Affairs and 
Acting Minister of Information Sheikh 

Mohammad Al-Abdullah Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah 
gave confirmation of the fact that at least 13 
companies and more than 500 employees 
were referred to the Public Prosecution over 
cases of false employment and connivance to 
obtain labor support, which has evoked a strong 
reaction from the public.

And more so, the statistics issued by the 
Public Authority for Civil Information (PACI) 
that the number of Kuwaitis working in the 
private sector reached 89,727, and those in the 
public sector reached 345,106 while 14,323 are 
unemployed as of June 2017 had several citizens 
and activists expressing frustration over the 
spread of false employment among Kuwaiti 
youths in the private sector with the intention of 
collecting national labor support fraudulently.

Professor of Psychology at Kuwait University 
Dr. Khader Al-Baroun said a youth who is 
accustomed to getting everything easily from 
the state will naturally hate going to work and 
will prefer sitting in cafes as long as they find an 
escape through “false employment” for labor 
support.

False employment is rampant 
in Kuwait labor market

Director of Development Projects at 
Kuwait Municipality Engineer Fayez Al-

Mutairi has requested the Director of Tenders 
and Contracts to oblige companies having 
contracts with the Municipality to secure 
accommodation for their employees at the 
Workers City in South Jahra.

Engineer Al-Mutairi said the clause should 
be inserted by changing the current and future 
contractual agreements. He said the clause 
should be inserted in a way that it’ll have 

legal implication. He indicated the workers 
can also be accommodated in other workers 
cities being executed under the public-private 
partnership (PPP) system.

He referred to decision taken by the Council 
of Ministers at a meeting held on 25 April, 
2017 as to ways to eradicate the problem of 
bachelor accommodation. He reiterated the 
decision will help reduce the rate of danger 
in society and encourage the use of housing 
projects.

Need to provide housing for 
employees at Workers City
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By Lenin Polineni

Hailing from the Kadapa district of 
Andhra Pradesh in India, Subbana, 
aged 51, has been working in Kuwait 
for 20 years as a domestic helper.  For 
the past six years he had been suffering 
from excruciating knee pain and visited 
several hospitals in Kuwait seeking 
relief; he was prescribed painkillers. 
When matters turned worse, he 
decided to approach hospitals in 
India where doctors suggested knee 
replacement surgery that would cost 
him a minimum of 600,000 rupees, 
which was unaffordable to him.

Subbana is not an isolated case, there are 
thousands of people like him who suffer various 
ailments requiring rehabilitative surgery, but 
are unable to afford the treatment. Luckily for 
Subbana he was directed to the Balaji Institute 

of Surgery, Research and Rehabilitation for the 
Disabled (BIRRD) Hospital in his native Andhra 
Pradesh, where he was provided with completely 
free treatment, taking into consideration his 
financial difficulty. 

Established in 1985 by the Tirumala Tirupati 
Devasthanam (TTD) — the religious trust 
that runs the famed Tirupati Temple in India’s 
southern state of Andhra Pradesh — the BIRRD 
Hospital offers specialized treatment for 
patients suffering from polio myelitis, cerebral 
palsy, congenital anomalies, spinal injuries, and 
the orthopedically handicapped. 

Orthopedic and other rehabilitative surgeries 
are generally very expensive at corporate 

hospitals in India and elsewhere, making it 
unaffordable for most poor patients. But at 
BIRRD, the story is different; the 300-bed, 
state-of-the-art hospital, with its 15 operations 
theatres, 50-bed Intensive Care Units, and 
a dedicated team of highly experienced and 
motivated medical professionals and volunteers 
offers hope to the poor and the less privileged 
in society.

At BIRRD, the services provided are 
comparable to some of the best medical 
facilities in the US and Europe, and is a lifesaver 
for many of the poor and underprivileged 

patients in India. A spinal cord surgery that 
would cost above 1.2 million rupees in many 
private hospitals is performed for free, or 
at nominal cost, to poor patients at BIRRD. 
Medical specialists from around India and even 
from many hospitals abroad regularly visit to 
volunteer their services to BIRRD. 

Spinal cord surgeries, knee replacement, 
limb reconstructions, arthroscopy are just some 
of the rehabilitative procedures performed 
by the skilled and experienced staff at BIRRD. 
Using some of the most advanced diagnostic 
and treatment equipment available to them, 

medical professionals at the hospital examine 
and treat over 800 outpatients each day. Recent 
expansion and refurbishment has enabled the 
hospital to now perform over 120 surgeries 
per day, this has cut down the waiting time for 
surgeries from beyond 
the year 2020 to 
within a year. 

The hospital, 
which is structured 
as a non-profit 
organization and 
functions through 
funds granted by 
the TTD and from 
public donations, is 
dedicated to serving 
the poor. BIRRD 
provides totally free 
orthopedic and other 
rehabilitative surgeries to poor people, while 
charging only a nominal rate to those who can 
afford it. This is definitely an approach that we 
hope more hospitals could emulate.

Director of BIRRD, Dr. G. Jagadish pointed 
out that once a patient comes here with a 
complication, “he is treated with utmost care 
and sent home with nothing to worry about, 
and all this is made possible through the 
relentless hard work and commitment of every 
member of the hospital staff. With continued 
support from the TTD Trust, the hospital 
will be strengthened further in the future to 
ensure all-round care and support for poor and 
underprivileged patients.” 

Free orthopedic treatments at BIRRD

Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister N. Chandrababu Naidu examines an artificial limb fixed on a patient at BIRRD Hospital in Tirupati during the inauguration 
of the additional block of BIRRD recently. (Right) Director Dr. G. Jagadesh talking with polio-effected children during medical camp.

Prof. Jagadesh Gudaru
Director, BIRRD
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Qatar has introduced a new 
law that will provide legal 

protection for domestic workers, 
giving them more rights and control 
over their contracts.

The ‘Domestic Employment Law’ 
specifies that staff such as drivers, 
gardeners and nannies will now be 
able to limit their services to 10 hours 
a day, work six days a week and be 
entitled to an annual holiday.

They will also be given paid sick 
leaves and guaranteed breaks for 
meals and worship.

Previously, domestic workers were 
not covered by Qatar's labour laws, 

meaning they had limited protection 
in legal disputes with their employers.

Once the new law takes effect, 
domestic staff will be able to sign a 
legal employment contract with their 
employers.

They will also get end-of-service 
benefits equal to a minimum of three 
weeks wages for each year of service 
when their contract ends.

Recent estimates put the number 
of domestic workers affected by the 
new legislation between 200,000-
300,000 workers.

The law was signed on Tuesday 
by Qatar's Amir Sheikh Tamim bin 

Hamad Al Thani.
It follows last year's changes in the 

law that regulated and streamlined 

the residencies of all categories of 
workers in Qatar in terms of their 
entry and exit of the country.

Saad Sultan al-Abdulla, director of 
international cooperation at Qatar's 
National Human Rights Committee, 
welcomed the law, saying it was in line 
with international labour agreements 
and human rights conventions.

"For sure, this law is progressive 
and goes along the way toward more 
reform that will protect the rights 
and interests of people working in 
Qatar," he added.

Out of a total population of 2.7 
million, an estimated 1.9 million 
people in Qatar are low-skilled 
workers who work in construction 
and other jobs.

Qatar approves new law to protect domestic staff

A research study is looking 
at the potential use of 

geothermal energy — the heat 
produced inside the earth — 
as a new source of clean and 
renewable energy for the UAE. The 
project, which is being undertaken 
by researchers at UAE University 
(UAEU), has studied geological 
sites in both Al Ain and Ras Al 
Khaimah, examining the hot water 
spring reservoirs and analysing 
their temperatures and sizes.

“This project started in January 
of this year with the goal of 
understanding the possibility of 
using geothermal energy in the 
UAE, and so we wanted to study 
the geothermal areas, gathering as 
much data as possible,” explained 
Dr. Hakim Saibi, associate professor 
of geophysics at UAEU, and one of 
the researchers involved with the 
project.

“As part of our research, 
geothermal sites in Al Ain and Ras 
Al Khaimah were visited, where 
we carried out different types 
of surveys on the areas. These 
surveys included a magnetic 
survey, which is the measurement 
of the magnetic field in the area — 
this allows us to understand the 
geological structure of the site,” 
he added. “The second thing we 
did was to collect and sample the 
water in these places, the water 
was analysed in the laboratories, 
giving us important information 
about their chemistry and also 
helped us to understand their 
temperatures,” he said.

The information collected from 
the site visits revealed that the 
water temperatures located in the 
groundwater reservoirs reached 
around 120 degrees Celsius, and 

the reservoirs were 3km deep. 
According to Dr. Saibi, the findings 
did point to the possibility of 
tapping geothermal energy in 
the UAE. “The potential for using 
geothermal energy is good. Based 
on our findings and the data 
gathered at the sites, we can 
produce around 1,000 megawatts 
of electricity using the geothermal 
energies from these areas,” he said.

“We can use this energy to 
power hundreds of homes, and it 
is done without producing any CO2 
emissions, so it is a very clean and 
reliable source of energy,” he added. 
“Producing geothermal energy is 
also very cost effective, there will 
be some costs at the beginning 
when getting the technology in 
place and building the power plant 
on the site for example but, after 
that, it doesn’t really cost much to 
produce,” he said.

Dr. Saibi said that the next 
stage of the project will see 
all their findings published in a 
respected scientific journal, with 
the published results providing 
crucial data for any organization 
that is looking to possibly build a 
power plant on the sites in the near 
future.

“This is a very big and important 
project, it is very beneficial for the 
UAE to have sources of renewable 
energy, whether it is solar, wind 
or, in this case, having geothermal 
energy,” he said.

“Even if we are not going to 
start using geothermal energy 
tomorrow, just having this research 
and data available is helpful, 
because it means we can start 
to work on getting to the point 
where we do finally use geothermal 
energy,” he added.

Study explores 
geothermal energy 

option for UAE Saudi Arabia will allow foreign investors to take 100 
percent ownership of companies in its health and 

education sectors, the head of the kingdom's investment 
authority told Reuters.

It is the latest move by the country to gradually ease 
ownership restrictions on foreign firms, which have 
previously been required to set up a joint venture with a 
local partner. "We are opening up education centers to 
have ownership 100 percent, all types of education even 
from primary school. This is something new for Saudi," 
Ibrahim Al-Omar, governor of the Saudi Arabian General 
Investment Authority (SAGIA), said.

In the health sector, the ministry will "just be a regulator 
and not a service provider anymore", said Omar. This will 
open up $180 billion of investment opportunities in that 
sector over the next five years, he said.

He did not say when the relaxation on foreign ownership 
would come into effect. The Saudi government, seeking to 
diversify the economy beyond oil exports amid a slump 
in oil prices, told Reuters in April that it was launching a 
privatisation program that would raise more than $200 
billion. However, it has not so far clarified foreign ownership 
and operating rules in many sectors. Many private equity 
firms and other potential foreign investors say majority or 
full control of projects is important to allow them to cut 
costs and improve efficiency.

The government is studying whether to sell off all 
public hospitals and 200,000 pharmacies, and has begun 
the process for the King Faisal Specialist Hospital, Vice 
Minister for Economy and Planning Mohammed Al-
Tuwaijri said in April.

Meanwhile, the education ministry has hired HSBC as 
financial adviser for its plans to privatize construction and 
management of school buildings. SAGIA's efforts to ease 
ownership restrictions for foreign firms in recent years 
have included opening the wholesale and retail sectors in 
2015. This month it announced it would allow full foreign 
ownership of engineering services companies.

Saudi to open health, education
sectors to full foreign ownership

Continued from Page 1

With consumers and businesses playing such an 
integral role, it is crucial that they ‘buy-in’ on VAT from the 
beginning. Governments need to create ‘awareness’ and 
‘preparedness’ programs to make sure that everyone is in 
on VAT before rolling it out. In a region where cradle-to-
grave mollycoddling of citizens is the norm and taxes are 
an unheard of anathema, the introduction of VAT could 
take some doing. People will have to be ‘gently’ nudged 
into a tax paying culture. 

Portraying VAT in a more positive light by pointing 
out how it could help fund education, health, social care, 
infrastructure and many of the other services that a cash-
strained government is increasingly finding difficult to do, 
could raise awareness and mitigate animosity to taxation. 

Similarly, the fact that funds collected through VAT 
could encourage entrepreneurship, support startups, 
diversify the economy from its reliance on hydrocarbons 
and nurture greater private participation in the economy, 
could be used to rope in the business community.

Preparing businesses for VAT readiness is a more 
complicated process that involves conducting awareness 
sessions and specialized workshops. Though VAT is a 
‘self-policing’ tax — output taxes are netted off against 
input taxes at each successive stage of production and 
distribution — at each stage of implementation there 
could be a lack of clarity that the authorities will need to 
elucidate in advance. 

For instance, an important aspect of VAT is the 
exemption of certain goods and services. The government 
needs to clarify, if all services or goods that a business 
sells are exempt, then is the entire business is exempt 
from VAT and can it claim VAT on its purchases? Also, if 
only some of the goods and services are exempt then is 
partial exemption claim on VAT possible? It is also worth 
noting that businesses may be required to pay the VAT at 

times that may not coincide with when the actual cash 
is collected from the customers and this stresses the 
requirement of proper cash management.

Experts say that businesses in the region will have start 
by identifying the VAT registration status of their business, 
whether they are in the exempt category, or their business 
income falls below the stipulated threshold for VAT 
inclusion. If they are an entity that needs to be registered 
under VAT, then they will have to assess their readiness for 

process and determine whether they would need to seek 
external professional support to review, revise and replace 
their internal processes.

Arbitrary price increases, incorrect filing of tax returns, 
lack of access to expertise and proper documentation are 
just some of the hassles that the implementation of VAT 
in GCC could potentially encounter.  It is critical that the 
authorities provide comprehensive and understandable 
guidelines in a timely manner to enable VAT registered 
businesses to conform to the new requirements.

Introducing VAT and ensuring its compliance could also 
be an administrative hassle for the government. Given 
the current wage structure of public-sector employment 
in the GCC, the creation of a national VAT administrating 
body could very well end up eating a large chunk of VAT 
revenues. But then, that is a different story.

Kuwait to wait and watch VAT rollout in other states
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Apply concealer
the right way

Concealers work wonders for your face, but they 
can sometimes suddenly slip up and expose your 

most nerve-racking flaws, or instead of helping you 
solve a problem, make it into a bigger mess. 

In hopes of helping you navigate the difficult world 
of concealers, here is some expert advice. 

Using the same concealer for dark circles and 
pimples: Unfortunately, it's a rare concealer that 
performs equally well for every need. How to 
use concealer and foundation to hide a pimple 
is different than how to apply concealer for dark 
circles, for example. Not all types of concealers are 
created equally.

For the best coverage, you probably need to 
choose one concealer for blemishes and dark spots 
and another for under-eye circles. Under-eye concealer 
should be less dry and thick in texture and consistency 
compared to pimple concealer. You want to make sure 
your pimple concealer stays put, while your under-eye 
skin is delicate and thinner, and you want a concealer 
that won't settle into fine lines. So think rich and 
almost pasty for spot concealer and something light, 
fluid, and buildable for circles.

Oh, also, color here matters. If dark circles are 
your main concern, combat them with a peach-toned 
concealer to help balance out the blue. Then, once the 
peach is well-blended, go over that with the foundation 
and concealer you use on the rest of your face. This will 
ensure those darker areas are well-hidden.
Applying concealer at the wrong time:  It is actually 
better to apply foundation first—even if it's just a light 
layer on the areas that need it most. By minimizing 
spots and surprisingly fully hiding some of them), this 
reduces the amount of product you end up needing to 
apply. That means a more natural finish in the end—
plus less overall makeup on days you want to feel 
fresh-faced. 
Not setting your concealer with powder: As with 
everything pertaining to looking good, it's all about 
layering. Sometimes even the most stay-put concealer 
needs a crucial final step: powder. It's the best way 
to lock that color in place so it's going nowhere. 
With newer pimples the skin can be taut, so setting 
concealer with powder is important so it won't move. 
Once you start treating the pimple, you may want to 
skip this step. Some pimples can be drier, because it's 
been treated with salicylic acid, so adding powder may 
make it look especially dry. In this case, less is more and 
you can skip the powder.
Keeping your concealer past its expiration date: 
Over a long period of time, some concealers in tubes 
will start to break down and may darken or appear 
discolored, or even separated. Or the product may 
begin to dry up.

There are some fashion-girl trends that 
even the most style adept have trouble 

mastering with total confidence: the print-
on-print-on-(sometimes)-print trend, 
which combines two or more patterns to 
exuberant effect. Thing is, you don't have to 
have a stylist's eye to pull off this seemingly 
tricky look. All you need are a few guidelines 
— and a lot of attitude — and you will be 
mixing and matching spring's best florals, 
stripes, and ginghams in no time.  To print-
clash like a pro, here are some best tips and 
tricks to making it look easy and cool. 

Keep your classics handy: A few safe prints 
to wear together are: stripes and leopard 
print, polka dot and leopard print. Tap into 
some old-school glamour with a few key 
pieces in a bold print, and begin swapping 
those for other hallmarks of your wardrobe. 
Swap the black ballet flats you would wear 
with jeans and a striped button-down for a 
leopard pair, for instance; or, you can jump 
in head-first with a striped Breton tee and a 
bright floral skirt. 

Don't shy away from prints in the same 
family:  When thinking mixed prints, 
your instinct might be to grab two totally 
different patterns—but consider sticking to 
a single theme or family. A good formula 
for a print clash is to mix similar prints in 
varying designs. For example, take ditzy 
florals and pair with gigantic ones. You 
can also mix similar-based artworks—for 
example, a few different paisley colors 
and patterns, and put them all together 

as a look. This trick works in a range of 
categories, from gingham to florals. 

Take color into account: Achieving the 
visual balance you want from print-clashing 
really relies on the color palette. A fool-
proof way to print mix is to match a lighter 

print with a darker one, for example, you 
can match a lighter blue watercolor floral 
with a black micro-floral print with hints of 
blue, white, and red; essentially, both prints 
need to be either inverses of each other or 
reflecting a similar tone. Mixing patterns 
isn’t so much about the prints as it is about 
the colors of the prints, and the only way for 
two prints to work is if the color is the focus. 
So when scanning your closet for graphics 
that could pair well together, think about 
how the colors complement each other. 

Play with silhouettes:  When it comes 
to prints, it's not just color that makes a 
difference—it's also the garment they are 
rendered on. When planning your clashing 
patterns, give emphasis on the silhouettes 
to make sure they don't detract from the 
graphics you want to show off. Keep it 
simple, keep it classic, and let the print-
mixing do the talking. Some no-fail options 
include pixie pants, midi skirts, and clean 
off-the-shoulder tops; leave the more 
eye-catching shapes for a monochromatic 
outfit day.

Have fun with it:  Don't take the print-
styling process too seriously.  Just because 
you have reached for the loudest print 
in your arsenal—like pajama-inspired silk 
palm-print pants, for instance, or the 
brightest floral dress you can find—doesn’t 
mean you have to pair it with neutrals 
or solids. If anything, it's an opportunity 
to really have fun and express yourself 
creatively.  

Marvelous mixed prints 

LIFESTYLE
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Millennial women are conquering their 
travel bucket lists and not taking no for 

an answer. They aren’t exactly shy about proving 
it either. Whether it’s hiking Machu Picchu or 
going to festivals in Munich, you can find proof 
all over social media.

Around the globe, women are taking action 
instead of sitting around, and here are ways 
millennial women are dominating their travel 
bucket lists:

Millennial women are getting help from 
each other:  Women around the world have 
built support networks to help each other 
navigate travel. Female travel communities 
online are helping women learn about safety 
as well as cultural differences, especially as it 
relates to gender norms. Go to any female travel 
group such as The Travel Women and We Are 

Travel Girls and you will see women supporting 
women who are setting out to accomplish their 
travel goals. On any given day, you could see a 
girl in Stockholm inquiring whether it’s safe to 
travel to Egypt solo and another girl in Canada 
asking if it’s expensive to travel through Japan. 
Below those inquiries are hundreds of responses 
with resources and tips.

Millennial women are leveraging social 
media:  Women are leveraging social media to 
help inspire and check off items on my own travel 
bucket list. Popular social media platforms such 
as Instagram, Pinterest, Facebook, and Twitter 
offer endless travel tips on where to go, what 
to see, and what to eat. If you’ve always wanted 
to scuba dive the Great Barrier Reef and have no 
clue where to start, you can find answers to all 
your questions on any one of these platforms.

When it comes to accomplishing travel 
bucket lists, you can find advice by searching 
hashtags and locations. Prior to going on my first 
ever safari in South Africa, I searched “#safari” 
and discovered numerous tips to help me feel 
at ease and even more excited and prepared 
for what was to come. Pinterest has links to 
blogs covering world events and destinations 
including advice on how to be smart about 
traveling somewhere you’ve never been before. 
Millennial women are turning dreams into 
reality by leveraging resources at their fingertips.

Millennial women are finding focus:  Women 
are thinking big and setting out to accomplish 
things they didn’t know they could. Setting aside 
a travel budget and carefully researching deals is 
the way to get started.

Unless you’re a spontaneous traveler, 
trip planning will require booking transit, 
accommodations, and activities. Finding the 
motivation to remain focused should be easy if 
you are inspired by why you love to travel in the 
first place.

Millennial women are not making excuses: 
Women are not making excuses. They are 

stepping out of their comfort zones and trying 
something new. Travel bucket lists can be 
daring, exciting, and maybe a little bit out there. 
If you check something off, you feel even more 
inspired to take on the world.

Many millennial women are studying and 
working abroad. They’re seeing the world while 
making strides in their studies and growing 
professionally.

If they don’t have money, they find a loan or 
sponsor. If they don’t have time off work, they 
negotiate for unpaid time off. They make it 
happen by focusing on the positive, setting aside 
a travel budget and planning accordingly.

Millennial women
are dominating their 

travel bucket lists

When you’re living that side 
business life, you become 

part of a growing community 
of women who are out there 
embracing their passion projects 
and pursuing an income outside 
of traditional models. Bosses 
everywhere are taking on multiple 
part-time jobs, running their own 
small businesses, or freelancing for 
several clients. This is the freelance 
economy at work, and there are a 
ton of benefits to the flexibility and 
creativity it enables.

That being said, it’s not all fun 
and games. Without the security 
of corporate benefits or a reliable 
retirement plan, trailblazing side 
businesses are up against plenty of 
other financial challenges. If you’re 
already part of this world, you know 
the struggle is real. Planning ahead, 
knowing what you owe, and taking 
advantage of saving tools can help 
contract or part-time workers have 
a successful journey toward their 
long-term financial goals. Learn 
more about how you can meet your 
money goals — regardless of how 
you choose to business — from 
these tips below.
Maintain three to six months 
of savings in your account: As a 
contractor or freelance worker, your 
income will tend to ebb and flow. 
Having an emergency fund with 
enough savings to cover three to 

six months’ worth of your critical 
expenses can help ensure you can 
pay your bills, even during times of 
low employment. Figure out what 
this necessary dollar amount is 
and make sure your bank account is 
ready to go before you take the full 
leap into the freelance economy.
Understand how much you need 
to save: While you may be feeling 
somewhat removed from your pals 
who are working in more traditional 
jobs , the truth is that many of 
your financial needs are still the 
same as theirs. Take some time to 
establish some goals for what you 
will need to save for retirement or 
other long-term goals. There are 
plenty of tools and calculators 
available online to help you crunch 
these crucial numbers on your own. 
You can still take advantage of 
investment opportunities, even if 
you’re not working in a traditional 
full-time job. 
Seek expert advice: There is no 
shame in asking for help, especially 
if you’re new to working in the 
freelance economy. A financial or 
business adviser will be able to help 
you figure out what your specific 
goals are, and they can help you 
put together a plan to make them 
happen. An action plan like this 
should make it a whole lot easier for 
you to follow through on the other 
four tips — and to do it effectively.

Money tips 
to help your side 

business succeed

There’s nothing inherently wrong 
with saying sayonara to your 

current job. With the right timing and 
the right strategy for dealing with 
your disappointed employer, leaving 
your gig may even turn out to be the 
best decision you have ever made. 
That said, resigning is a pretty big 
deal, and there are many common 
workplace issues that (while certainly 
frustrating and problematic) are 
probably not grounds for doing so 
in and of themselves. If any of these 
problems are plaguing you from nine-
to-five, see if you can get creative 
about solving them before you give 
up entirely.

You’re not crazy about your 
coworkers: Having a friend to sit 
next to in meetings and chat with at 
the water cooler is (of course) a perk 
at any workplace, but lacking that 
special someone — or even working 
on a full team of people you don’t 
even like — is no reason to hand in 
your notice. Instead, address the 
individual colleagues that are actually 
causing a problem so that you can 
move forward. 

Your hours are too long: Time 
management — not overwork — may 
be the real issue at hand.  Before 
you leave because of this, take stock 
of how you use your time, both on 
and off the job, and see if you can 
guarantee that you can cut out waste 
in both areas.

You don’t love all of your work: 
You’re not going to love 100 percent 
of your job 100 percent of the time. 
Take a closer inventory of how much 
time you spend on the things you 
don’t enjoy and try to reduce it. Talk 
to your boss about focusing more 
on the things you love. There has to 
be something in your job description 
that excites you — and if there’s not, 
then you really might have a problem 
and grounds for leaving.

You didn’t get the promotion: You 
have to stay level-headed about how 
quickly career advancement happens 
for lady bosses everywhere. According 
to the employee engagement survey, 
more than half of employees believe 
they don’t have the advancement 
opportunities they’re looking for 

right now. Instead of quitting, make 
sure your boss is aware of your career 
goals and set up a plan to reach 
the next rung. If after you and your 
boss have communicated about 
your ambitions they still don’t walk 
their talk on helping you grow your 
responsibilities, you may then decide 
to set your sights elsewhere.

You’re not getting enough credit:  
If you feel like you’re not sufficiently 
acknowledged for the good work 
you’re doing, you’re not alone. 
According to a global survey on the 
state of employee engagement, close 
to two-thirds of employees agree 
that their work isn’t being adequately 
recognized either. If you’re craving 
more feedback from your boss, 
request face time with them on a 
monthly or quarterly basis. But be 
careful, because your mistakes will 
come up too.  Many bosses will be 
too busy to give you the credit you 
so sorely crave, so don’t make any 
major decisions about your current 
place of work thinking that a new 
employer will solve the problem. 
Odds are it won’t.

The  5  worst reasons to quit your job
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Adding another reason for doctors to avoid 
the overuse of antibiotics, new research 

shows that a reduction in the variety of 
microbes in the gut interferes with the immune 
system's ability to fight off disease.

Researchers at the University of Virginia in 
the US have found that antibiotic use made 
neutrophils, a type of immune cells, less 
effective in fighting infections and weakened 
the intestinal barrier against invading bugs. 
Neutrophils play an important role as a first-
line 'innate immune response' when foreign 
pathogens invade. Researchers found that 
antibiotic disruption of the natural microbes 
in the gut prevented this from happening 
properly, leaving the gut susceptible to severe 
infection. The researchers were seeking to 

understand the role of the gut microbiome — 
the microorganisms that live within us — in 
amebic colitis, a potentially deadly parasitic 
infection common in developing countries. 

They analyzed stool samples collected 
from children in the urban slums of Dhaka, 
Bangladesh, and determined that children 
with more severe infections had less diversity 
in their gut microbiome. It must be noted that 
antibiotic use is widespread in low- and middle-
income countries, with children often getting 
more than two dozen treatments by age 2.

The researchers then used lab mice to 
determine how the decrease in natural 
intestinal flora might be worsening the 
disease. They found that antibiotics disrupted 
the mice's gut microbiomes, decreasing the 

activity of neutrophils and blocking these 
important white blood cells from responding 
when needed. This left the gut insufficiently 
protected. In essence, the gut's guards did not 
respond when called and the invaders could 
march right in. In addition, the intestinal barrier 

that protects against disease was compromised. 
The disruption of the microbiome reduced 
production of a key cellular protein vital to the 
barrier's effectiveness.

Unwise use of antibiotics not only increases 
the risk of multi-drug resistant bacteria but also 
impairs white blood cell function. The take-
home from the research is that this is another 
important reason not to use antibiotics unless 
they are clearly needed," said one researcher.

In addition to shedding light on the role 
of the microbiome in protecting our health, 
the work could prove important in the efforts 
to develop a vaccine for amebic colitis, also 
known as amebiasis. The discovery might offer 
a way to enhance the effectiveness of such a 
vaccine, the researchers noted.

Antibiotics weaken disease fighting ability of body

Every year nearly 4 million people 
are killed worldwide by asthma 

and COPD — two major chronic lung 
diseases — say researchers behind a 
study at Washington University in US.

The study calculates that 
3.2 million people died in 2015 
from COPD (chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease) — a group of lung 
conditions that includes emphysema 
and chronic bronchitis, often tied to 
smoking. Asthma caused another 
400,000 deaths, the report found.

While asthma is more common, 
COPD is much more deadly. And 
while both conditions can be treated, 
many people remain undiagnosed 
or misdiagnosed. In addition, in 
many countries treatment may not 
exist, or if it exists it could be at 
insufficient levels. "Although much 
of the burden from these illnesses 
is either preventable or treatable 
with affordable interventions, 
these diseases have received less 
attention than other prominent 
non-communicable diseases like 
cardiovascular disease, cancer or 
diabetes," said the researchers 
behind the report. 

Smoking and air pollution are the 
leading causes of COPD, the study 
authors noted. The causes of asthma 
are less certain but are thought to 
include allergens and smoking.

While asthma and COPD are 
treatable, lung damage from COPD 
is permanent and the natural aging 
process of the lung is the progressive 
or accelerated loss of alveoli (lung 
tissue. So the decline in lung function 
is life-long, whereas asthma does 

not have this issue.
The researchers found that COPD 

hit these countries the hardest: 
India, Lesotho, Nepal and Papua New 
Guinea. Asthma was an especially 
high burden in these countries: 
Afghanistan, Central African 
Republic, Fiji, Kiribati, Lesotho, Papua 
New Guinea, and Swaziland.

More than half of the world's 
population uses biomass material 
such as wood or coal as a primary 
cooking source, resulting in a high 
burden of morbidity and mortality. 
To reduce household air pollution, 
a switch to cleaner fuels would be 
desirable. However, this change is 
not always possible due to financial 
or logistical constraints, especially 
in urban slums. Interventions aimed 
at replacing smoke-generating 
cook stoves with cheap, cleaner-
burning devices would go a long 
way toward cutting the burden of 
asthma and COPD worldwide, said 
the researchers.

Asthma, COPD claim 
4 million lives worldwide 

Scientists at the Francis Crick Institute in London have 
created healthy offspring from genetically infertile male 

mice, offering a potential new approach to tackle a common 
genetic cause of human infertility.

Our sex is determined by the X and Y chromosomes. 
Usually, girls have two X chromosomes (XX) and boys have 
one X and one Y (XY), but approximately 1 in 500 boys are 
born with an extra X or Y. Having three, rather than two sex 
chromosomes, can disrupt formation of mature sperm and 
cause infertility.

Using a new technique, scientists have been able to remove 
the extra sex chromosome to produce fertile offspring. If 
the technique can be safely replicated in humans, it might 
eventually be possible for men with Klinefelter syndrome 
(XXY) or Double Y syndrome (XYY) that are infertile to have 
children through assisted reproduction.

The team took small pieces of ear tissue from XXY and 
XYY mice, cultured them, and collected connective tissue 
cells known as fibroblasts. They turned the fibroblasts into 
stem cells and noticed that in the process, some of the cells 
lost the extra sex chromosome. With an existing method, 

they used specific chemical signals to 'guide' the stem cells 
into becoming cells that have the potential to become sperm. 
These cells developed into mature sperm when injected into 
the testes of a host mouse. The researchers then harvested 
these mature sperm and used them through assisted 
reproduction to create healthy, fertile offspring.

The researchers say that it would be interesting to see 
whether the same approach could one day be used as a 
fertility treatment for men with three sex chromosomes. 
However, much more research is needed before this approach 
could ever be used safely in humans. 

New technique overcomes 
genetic cause of infertility

Health officials warn that 6 out of 
7 teens with contact lenses use 

them improperly, increasing their odds 
for serious eye infections.

A survey of 12- to 17-year-old 
contact-lens wearers last year found 85 
percent admit to at least one risky habit 
that could threaten their vision. These 
include sleeping, napping or swimming 
with their contacts in; reusing solution; 
rinsing lenses in tap water; or not 
replacing lenses and storage cases as 
recommended.

Outbreaks of serious eye infections 
are rare but they occur most often in 
people who do not take proper care of 
their contact lens.

Of teens under 18 who wear 
contacts, an estimated 3 million weren't 
completely following care guidelines, 
the survey revealed. This was also true 
of 81 percent of young adults (18 to 
24). Adults 25 and older reported even 
worse habits, with 87 percent admitting 
to at least one lapse.

"Encouraging adolescents to adopt 
healthy contact lens wear and care 
habits might help them maintain 
healthy habits into adulthood," said 
the researchers."There is room for 
improvement in order to prevent 
potentially serious outcomes including 
blindness." Avoid sleeping or napping 
while wearing contact lenses to prevent 
infections. The study authors said that 
sleeping in contacts boosts the risk of 
eye infections by as much as eight times.

Cleaning your contact lenses 
properly and regularly visiting an 
eye-care provider are essential for 
preventing lens-related eye infections, 
the study authors said.

Most teens slip up on contact lens guidelines
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Mobile phone manufacturers are 
finding it increasingly difficult to 

squeeze better quality images from the 
tiny sensors on mobile devices. Google, 
which currently has one of the best phone 
cameras, uses proprietary software to 
enhance the quality of images captured 
by its Pixel branded phones.

The search giant has now teamed up 
with scientists at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) to produce 
algorithms and use machine learning to 
professionally retouch photos in real 
time, before you click them.

The researchers used machine 
learning to create their software, 
training neural networks on a dataset 
of 5,000 images created by Adobe 

and MIT. Each image in this collection 
has been retouched by five different 
photographers, and Google and MIT’s 
algorithms used this data to learn 
what sort of improvements to make 
to different photos. This might mean 
increasing the brightness here, reducing 
the saturation there, and so on.

Using machine learning to improve 
photos has been done before, but 
the real advance with this research is 
slimming down the algorithms so that 
they are small and efficient enough to 
run on a user’s device without any lag. 
“The software itself is no bigger than 
a single digital image, and, can process 
images in a range of styles,” said one 
researcher. This means the neural 

networks could be trained on new sets 
of images, and could even learn to 
reproduce an individual photographer’s 
particular look in the same way 
companies like Facebook and Prisma 
have created artistic filters that mimic 
famous painters. 

“This technology has the potential 
to be very useful for real-time 
image enhancement on mobile 
platforms,” said Google researcher 
Jon Barron. “Using machine learning 
for computational photography 
provide us with a way to produce new, 
compelling, real-time photographic 
experiences without draining your 
battery or giving you a laggy viewfinder 
experience,” he added.

Algorithms retouch photos before you take them

Android Oreo 
officially arrives

Google last week officially announced the 
name of the next version of its mobile 

operating system (OS) as Android Oreo and 
also confirmed that over-the-air (OTA) rollout 
should be happening soon for some of its Pixel 
and Nexus branded devices.

As promised from Google I/O, Android Oreo 
brings feature updates including notification 
dots on app icons, picture-in-picture mode, 
Android Instant App compatibility, and an 
auto-fill tool to help quickly and securely enter 
passwords and other personal information. 
The OS will also limit background apps from 
overusing your device’s battery to help extend 
charge. But most controversially, the official 
arrival of Android Oreo marks the death of 
the blob emoji, with more than 60 redesigned 
versions replacing the flat-designed blob faces 
and animal emoji.

The final version of Android Oreo will also 
roll out to those in the beta program today. 
For more information on how to download 
it to your device, check out Google’s blog 
for instructions. For everyone else waiting 
to receive OTA updates on their non-Google 
phones, get comfortable. The wait for wider 
rollouts begins.

Intel launched its eighth-generation Core 
processors last week promising speed boosts 

of up to 40 percent over the previous seventh-
generation Kaby Lake chips.

Intel is naming its eight-generation Core 
processors differently from its predictable 
pattern of naming processors in the past. With the 
release of the first generation 45nanometer (nm) 
Nehalem-based microarchitecture in November 
2008 under the code name Bloomfield, Intel 
introduced a new naming scheme for its Core 
processors. The new designations no longer 
corresponded to specific technical features 
such as the number of cores; instead, it divided 
processors along performance levels into i3, 
i5 or i7 category with each new generation of 
microarchitecture that it introduced.

The second generation of microarchitecture 
was the 32nm Sandy Bridge, the third was the 
22nm Ivy Bridge, then Broadwell followed by 
Haswell. The next change was the introduction 
of the 14nm manufacturing process for the 
sixth-generation Skylake followed by seventh-
generation Kaby Lake. In a break from this 
naming scheme, Intel has now introduced the 
eighth generation Core processor spanning 
multiple chip families built on 14nm+ (Kaby 
Lake), 14nm++ (Coffee Lake), and 10nm (Cannon 
Lake). 

The four U-series chips Intel launched 
last week are fundamentally based on 
seventh generation Kaby Lake with the same 
architecture, the same GPU, and almost the 
same capabilities. The one minor update to the 

GPU side of the equation is support for HDMI 2.0 
and HDCP 2.2, without any need for third-party 
solutions. The other two differences are four 
cores in place of the previous two, and slightly 
higher clock speeds at maximum Turbo.

Intel says that improvement in performance 
of the eighth generation chips are largely due 
to the two extra cores, with all models offering 

four cores / eight threads. Additionally, the 
company says it has made improvements to the 
design and manufacturing process to further 
improve speed.The new chips are also designed 
to handle things like 4K video, VR, 3D, and other 
recent innovations on a platform-wide level. 

Intel is positioning the new eighth-generation 
chips mainly toward customers with older 
computers, noting that while current generation 
Kaby Lake owners will see a moderate boost 
in performance, customers upgrading from, 
say, a five-year-old Ivy Bridge system would 
see more than double the speed from their 
current systems. Intel is saying that the first 
laptops with the new eighth-generation chips 
will be available from OEM partners starting in 
September.

Intel launches 8th generation Core processors

Google is updating its productivity apps 
Docs, Sheets, and Slides today with a 

bunch of useful new editing features — some 
of which were long overdue, and others that are 
smart new additions.

On the overdue side, we have the ability to 
add suggestions to a document from a phone or 
tablet. Until now, the suggestion mode has only 
been available on the desktop, which has been 
pretty annoying if you have ever wanted to make 
edits on the go. You can now enter into that 
mode by going to the “...” menu inside any of the 
three productivity apps. Google is also adding 
the ability to accept or reject all changes at once.

The other big changes are around version 
history. You can now name specific versions of 
documents, making them easier to identify. So 
you could have a ‘draft one’, then Google will 
auto-save dozens of times as you make changes, 
and then you could name ‘draft two’” when you 
finally get through all your edits. When looking 
back through old versions, you will also be able 
to tell Google to only show named iterations, 
which should make things easier to find.

Google is also adding the ability to view a 

‘clean’ version of any document, without any 
editing marks on it. From the Tools menu, you 
will be able to choose to preview the document 
as it would look with all edits either accepted 
or rejected, which should make for a simpler 
reading experience for someone looking through 

it for the first time.
Other new features today include built-in 

templates that integrate with other services, 
like DocuSign, and improved search results for G 
Suite users when searching through things they 
have stored across many of Google’s apps. 

Microsoft is testing out its new Skype mobile 
interface in a desktop preview of the 

company’s communication app. The new radical 
Skype mobile design debuted back in June, and 
the reception has not been very positive. Despite 
that, Microsoft wants to try out a new design on 
the desktop side.

The new Skype Preview is designed to take 
advantage of the larger screen space on a 
desktop PC, and Microsoft has tweaked group 
chats to make it easier to share photos or screen 
sharing during calls. There is even the new @ 

mentions, message reactions, and a notification 
panel to check for mentions and reactions in 
conversations. If you are looking for shared links, 
documents, or photos in a conversation then 
Microsoft has also added a gallery to make those 
easier to locate.

If you are using the Skype Preview app on 
Windows desktops (not the new Store app) then 
these changes will start showing up today, or 
you can download the test app. Microsoft does 
not appear to be testing these new changes for 
its Skype Windows 10 Store app just yet. For 

everyone else, Microsoft will start rolling this 
out more broadly in the coming months once 
feedback is complete and the preview is finished.

New desktop version of 
Skype available for testing

Enhanced editing features in Google Docs



Now a modest player on the world stage, 
Cambodia was once the seat of one of Asia’s 
most magnificent early civilizations, the mighty 
Khmer empire of Angkor, whose legendary 
temples continue to provide a touchstone of 
national identity, as well as attracting millions of 
visitors every year. Away from the temples, much 
of the country remains refreshingly tourist-free 
and, in many places, largely unexplored.

Phnom Penh: Cambodia's capital is the frenetic heartbeat 
of the nation; a city of chaotic streets abuzz with motorbikes 
and car horns that can frazzle at first glance. For visitors, this 
is Cambodia's most cosmopolitan destination, with a café 
and restaurant scene unrivaled in the rest of the country. It is 
also home to a scattering of important historic sites that help 
unravel both Cambodia's modern and ancient history.

Battambang: The countryside of rice fields and tiny villages 
surrounding the northwest city of Battambang holds some of 
the most tranquil rural scenery in Cambodia, and the area is 
home to swags of historic riches as well. All of this has made the 
city itself a popular destination on traveler itineraries. For history 
fans, the temples of Phnom Sampeau, Phnom Banan, and Wat 

Ek Phnom are all within day-tripping distance, while the famed 
Bamboo - a single-line rail track where ‘carriages’ made from 
a platform of wood and bamboo travel between Battambang's 
east bank and the tiny village of O Srav - is one of the most 
popular activities for visitors.

Ratanakiri: This is outback Cambodia and the endless red-dirt 
roads of the region, leading to ethnic minority villages, are an 
intrepid traveler's delight. For those with an adventurous streak, 
the province is home to some of Cambodia's best trekking, 
from spotting gibbons at Veun Sai-Siem Pang Conservation 
Area, where overnight trips involve sleeping in hammocks and 
early rises to track buff-cheeked gibbons, to hiking in Virachey 
National Park, home to elephants, tigers, and sun bears. There is 

more relaxing options on offer as well. The emerald water of Yeak 
Lom Crater Lake just outside of Ban Lung town is a tranquil 
swimming spot, while the waterfalls of Chaa Ong and Ka 
Tieng are fun diversions that provide more opportunities for 
getting wet. Ratanakiri is a nature-filled reprieve for travelers 
suffering from temple-fatigue.

Koh Rong Samloem: Just off Cambodia's south coast lie a 
scattering of islands just as beautiful as their Thai counterparts 
to the west, but much less visited. Compared to the now very 
developed islands of Koh Samui and Phuket, Cambodia's islands 
are a slice of laidback tropical bliss, where sun and sand take 
center stage, and the big resorts have yet to make their mark. Of 
all the islands, Koh Rong Samloem is one of the most beautiful 
with the long, sandy Saracen Bay home to a dozen beach hut 
resorts that offer a welcome respite from the world. It is really 
all about hammock-time here, but there is plenty of scuba diving 
activities on offer for the more active. 

Tonlé Sap Lake: Tonlé Sap is Cambodia's most important 
waterway and Southeast Asia's largest freshwater lake. As 
well as being an important source of food and a vital tool for 
Cambodian irrigation, the lake itself is home to 170 floating 
villages that depend on fishing for their livelihood, with homes 
built directly on the water. The houses, shops, churches, 
schools, and temples of these villages are built on rustic buoy 
foundations of lashed together barrels and bamboo, and all 
transport is by boat. 

Angkor Wat: This temple city is Cambodia's number one 
drawcard. Accessed from the town of Siem Reap, the temples of 
the Angkorian period are so ambitious in scale and in the majesty 
of their construction, that Angkor Wat is rated as one of the 
world's must-see ancient sites. Built between AD 802 and 1432, 
this was the largest city in the world during the medieval age 
and the vast powerhouse of the Khmer kings who endeavored to 
outbid their predecessors in the beauty of their construction. As 
the city's wooden dwellings were encroached and then decayed 
by the surrounding jungle, what remains today, are just those 
mighty temples.

Prasat Preah Vihear: The temples of Angkor Wat may gain 
all the glory, but Prasat Preah Vihear wins the prize for the 

most dramatic location. Sitting atop the Dangrek Mountains, 
on an escarpment with dizzying views across the Cambodian 
floodplains, Prasat Preah Vihear is a monumental temple 
complex of intricately carved pavilions linked by long causeways, 
built originally to honor the god Shiva. The temple is snug against 
the border with Thailand and has historically been a point of 
contention between the two nations, who both claim it as their 
own. The International Court of Justice ruled in Cambodia's 
favor in 2013, which led to border disputes flaring up between 
2008 and 2011. Tensions have dissipated in the last few years, 
meaning this UNESCO World Heritage Site can now reclaim its 
rightful role on the tourist trail. 

Sambor Prei Kuk: This pre-Angkorian temple site dates from 
the early 7th century when it was the capital of the Upper 
Chenla Empire. More than 100 brick temples dedicated to 
various Hindu gods sit within the forest here, many half-
swallowed by mammoth tree roots. Archaeologically, the site 
is extremely important, containing some of Cambodia's oldest 
surviving buildings, but you do not have to be an archaeology 
buff to appreciate the ethereal beauty of this tree-wrapped 
site. The most important temples in the area are found 
in Prasat Sambor, Prasat Tao, and Prasat Yeay Peau, which 
all have remarkably clear carvings on their temple walls and 
plenty of ethereal ambience provided by twisting tree trunks 
and coiling vines. 

Sihanoukville Beaches: In Kompong Som Province, 
Sihanoukville is a tale of two halves, with a bustling but drab 
central district and its shoreline area home to a vibrant beach 
resort. The beaches here are Cambodia's top destination for 
sand and sun holidays and are popular with both local and 
foreign tourists. There is something for every kind of beach-
goer here. Sokha Beach and Independence Beach boast the 
luxury hotels. Brash Ochheuteal Beach and the Serendipity 
Beach area are the most popular sandy strips and in recent 
years have emerged as one of Southeast Asia's backpacker 
party areas. For a much quieter scene, just to the south 
is Otres Beach with beach huts huddled directly on the sand, a 
sprinkling of classy boutique hotels, and a number of up-and-
coming restaurants.

Cambodia
Khmer culture, sizzling street food, steamy 

jungle and white-sand beaches
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